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INTRODUCTION. 
Few problems of geology have offered such difficulties as the 
explanation of the origin of the large sedimentary iron ore de-
posits-for example, tho e of the Lake Superior region, especially 
the Me abi Range. The source of the iron is as yet uncertain, 
as are the means by which the iron is dissolved and transported. 
The mo t probable hypothe i i that the iron oi the iron-bearing 
formations, such as the Biwabik, may be derived from igneous and 
sedimentary rocks by ordinary processes of weathering, carried 
to the sea by rivers rich in organic tnatter, and deposited by 
microorganisms. 
The writer is indebted to Dr. W. H. Emmons and to Dr. F. F. 
Grout for many valuable sugge tion and criticisms during the 
proare of the work. Thanks are also due to the officials of 
many of the operating companie of the Mesabi range, especially 
to Mr. J. Uno ebiniu , general minina engineer, and to Mr. J. 
F. Wolff, geoloai t, of the Oliver Iron lining Co. 
GENERAL GEOLOcv. 
Stratigraph·j'. 
In the following de cription only the central and \Yestern part 
of the :\Ie abi Range will be treated,1 but \Yith fe\Y minor modi-
1 For detailed de criptions see: 
"Winchell, . H., and Winchell , H. V., "Iron Ores of Minnesota," Geo!. 
at. Hist. Surv. Minn . Bull. 6, 1891. 
Winchell, . H., "Some Problems of the Me abi Iron Ore," Geo!. at. Hist. 
Surv. Minn., 21st Ann. Rpt., 1893, p. 134. 
Winchell, H. V., "The Mesabi Iron Range," Geo!. Nat. History Surv. Min-
ne ota, 20th Ann. Rept., 1891. 
Spurr, J. E ., "The Iron-bearing Rocks of the Mesabi Range," Geo!. and 
Nat. Hi t. Survey of Minn., Bull. 10, 1894. 
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tications, most of the statements may be applied to the Eastern 
:\lesabi and Gunflint ranges. The total length of these ranges 
irorn a point \Yest of Pokegama Lake to the west end of North 
Lake. Canada, is about I 7 5 miles. 0 The widths of the ranges 
\ ary considerably. The Bi\Yabik formation has been found at 
a depth of 2,200 to 2,700 feet. 5 miles south of the town of 
Bi \l"abik. The stratigraphic succes ion of the H uronian rocks 




Biwabik formation (iron-bearing) 
Pokegama quartzite. 
Giants Range granite 
Lo\\'er-1\fiddle Huronian Slate-gray\\'acke-conglomerate 
formation. 
The Upper H uronian rocks lie on the truncated older sediments 
and intrusives. 
Bi·wabik F ormation.-The Biwabik formation rests on the Poke-
gama quartzite practically conformably. A thin conglomerate is 
at its base. This conglomerate represent hardly more than a 
\·ery short, if any, erosion interval. A Yertical section of the 
subdiYi ions of the Biwabik formation is criven below. The four 
larger divisions are essentially tho e of \Volff' 3 cla sification . 
Upper Slaty Division. 
Limy carbonate, with greenalite, greenalite slate, and slaty taconite . o to 25 
Slaty, and cherty taconitc, greenalite and sl"ate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o to 145 
Upper Cherly Divisio11. 
Cherly, banded, slaty, and greenalite taconite with layers of con-
glomerate and algal structures. Some beds rich in magnetite 95 to 250 
Leith, C. K., "The Mesabi Iron-bearing District of Minnesota," U. S. 
Geo!. urvey, Mon. 43, 1903. 
Van Hise, C. R., and Leith, C. K., "The Geology of the Lake Superior Re-
gion," U. S. Geo!. Survey, Mon. 52, 191 I. 
2 If the Animikie di trict of Ontario is included, this belt is 300 miles long. 
a ·wolff, J. F., "Recent Geologic Developments on the Me abi Iron Range, 
Minnesota," Proc. Lake S1ip. Mi11 . Just., 1917, p. 229. 
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Lower S/aty Division. 
Slaty taconite, greenalite, greenalite slate, banded and cherty tacu-
nite, carbonates and scattered conglomerates. Some rich mag-
netite beds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o to 250 
"Intermediate Slate." Black slate, greenalite slate and paint rock . 0 lo 40 
Lower Cherly Division. 
Lean member. White cherty and greenalite !aconite, greenalite and 
greenalite slate ... .... . . .... . ............ .. ........ . ....... 12 to 52 
Member rich in magnetite. Irregularly banded, mottled and greena-
!ite taconite ............................................... 90 to 250 
Member with iron in ferric state. 
Beds of cherty and banded taconite with slate and slaty !aconite 
on top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 to 70 
Red basal !aconite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o to 40 
Basal congl"omerate and algal structures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o to 12 
Total ................... .... .. .... .. .... ......... .. .. . .. 400 to 755 
Detailed explanations of the terms used in this table have been 
given by Grout and Broderick.• Taconite is a word locally ap-
plied to almo t any pha e of rock of the iron-bearing formation. It 
includes ferruginous, sideritic, calcareous, and amphibolitic cherts, 
and greenalite rock, all ranging from granular to slaty phases. 
FIG. 42. Stylolitic surface between carbonate and slate in the Biwabik for-
mation. Natural size. 
A few new obsen·ations are here recorded. Amphiboles which 
were formerly thought to O<:cur only east of Mountain Iron have 
been found throughout the whole range in considerable amounts. 
iderite, as well as mixed carbonates, occurs abundantly in places. 
Considerable graphite ha been observed by the writer in the 
cherts. 6 It occurs in very irregular black films. In cross sec-
• Grout, F. F ., and Broderick, T. M., "The Magnetite Deposits of the 
Eastern Mesabi Range, Minnesota," Minn. Geo!. Survey, Bull. 17, 1919, p. 14. 
s Steiger report organic matter from greenalite. Van Hise and Leith, o·p. 
cit., p. 167. 
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tion these layers are typical styolites.6 ( ee Fig. 42.) They are 
more abundant in the carbonates of the ferruginous cherts than 
\\here carbonates are ab ent. Recent study 7 has hown that mag-
nrti te is the most abundant iron oxide of the um\·eathered iron-
bearing formation. In amounts sufficiently large to attract an or-
dinary horseshoe magnet, it is observed as aggregates of the size 
and shape of greenalite granules, and in dense fine-grained bands 
bet\1·een cherty or slaty material. These bands may be straight, 
or irregular and contorted. Rarely they are two inches \vicle (on 
the East ::\Iesabi, as much as 6 inches). Their usual thickness is 
from about 0 to ~ inch. They con ist largely of magnetite 
\\'ith a little siderite. uch bands of magnetite are commonly 
not directly in contact \1·ith chert. Very thin band of carbonates 
eparate the chert from the magnetite. In many places magnetite 
eems to haYe replaced carbonate, and it appears to be least abun-
dant where much siderite is present. This suggests that in 
places, magnetite is formed by partial oxidation of siderite. 
tructures whose significance had escaped notice until recently 
are the o-called algal structures, of organic origin,8 which were 
described by Grout and Broderick on the East Mesabi and Gun-
flint ranges, and which have been traced westward by the writer. 
The structures look like fine, closely spaced, contorted Jines re-
sembling the grain of an especially gnarled and knotty piece of 
wood. The algal layers u ually do not exceed a few feet in 
thickne , and in ome place are only a few inches wide. One 
o f the layer \\'hich has been traced throughout the Gunflint and 
6 Gordon, C. H ., "On the Nature and Qrigin of the Stylolit ic Structure in 
Tennessee Marble," J Ollr. Geol., vol. 26, 1918, pp. 561- 567. 
1 Wolff, J. F., op. cit. 
Grout and Broderick, op. cit. 
Broderick, T. M., "Economic Geology and Stratigraphy of the Gunflint 
Iron District, Minnesota," EcoN. GroL., vol. 15, 1920, p. 422. 
Gruner, J. 'vV., " Paragenesis of the Martite Ore Bodie and Magnetites oi 
the Mesabi Range, Minnesota," EcoN. GroL., vol. 17, 1922, pp. I- J4. 
s Grout and Broderick, "Organic Structures in the Biwabik Iron-bearing 
Formation of the Huronian in Minnesota," Am. follr. Sci., vol. 48, 1919, p. 199. 
Broderick, T. M., "Detail Stratigraphy of the Biwabik Iron-bearing For-
mation, East Mesabi District, Minnesota," EcoN. GroL., vol. 14, 1919, p. 441. 
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Mesabi ranges is at the bottom of the Biwabik formatio~, 
closely associated with the basal conglomerates. Another is 111 
the Upper Cherty di vision. It was not obsen·ecl farther west 
F1G. 43. Tracing of an organic structure from the algal structures ?f th~ 
Upper Cherty in the Gunflint formation. X 8o. Slide M. 561. A portion ° 
this organism is shown in Plate VII., B. 
than the Hull-Rust mine at Hibbing, but to the east 
formation is of the same persistence as the basal bed. 
this algal 
It is also 
associated with conglomerates. These conglomerates are as pe~­
sistent as the algal structures. They have been described in detail. 
by Grout and Broderick.9 
d. te One excellent horizon-marketr is the so-called Interme ia 
Slate, which on weathering forms the well-known "Intermediate 
Paint Rock" of the mines. Similar slaty layers can be traced for 
many miles, though they may not be thicker than a foot or two 
in places. 
Original Extent of the Biwab~l~ Formation. 
The area of the Biwabik formation not covered by the sl~te 
has been estimated as 135 square miles; io that of the Gunflint 
f · · much ormatton does not exceed ro square miles. Assuming 
erosion and the gradual thinnino- out of the formations, the total 
area originally covered by the Biwabik and Gunflint formations 
may be estimated as 5,000 to ro,ooo square miles. The writer 
examined the cores of over a thousand drill holes in the s0lid un-
0 Op. cit., p. 20. . 
Atso: Grout, F. F., "The Nature and Origin of the Biwabik Iron-beano& 
Formation of the Mesabi Range, Minnesota," EcoN. GEOL., vol. 14, i9i9, o. 
458. 
10 Van Hi e and Leith, op. cit., p. i64. 
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\1 ea thered formation alone. and the greatest thicknes of the Bi-
\1 abik fo rmation found \\·as 750 to 760 feet. At the west end 
of the range the formation thins out to less than 400 feet. Still 
more thinning occurs on the east end.11 and an average thickness 
of 330 feet has been giYen by Broderick" for the Gunflint for-
mation. Probably 550 feet would represent the average thick-
ness of the exposed Bi\\"abik formation. For a sheetlike sediment 
\\ ith an area of 5,000 to IO,ooo square miles, an aYerage thickness 
of 330 feet may be a fair estimate. The explored portion of the 
iron-bearing formation contains an a\'erage of a little more than 
25 per cent. iron and ha a specific gravity of 3.0 to 3. 1. Thu . 
the total amount of iron in I0,000 quare miles of formation 330 
feet thick \\"Ould be about r ,940,000 million metric tons. 
Formation of Oolites and Similar Granules. 
Link' 13 experimental \\"Ork has shown that calcium carbonate, 
\\"hen precipitated as finest mud, will form oolites. Essentially 
the same thing i reported by Yaughan. 14 Bro\\"n 15 comes to the 
conclusion that oolite are produced either by algc.e or imilar 
organisms, or chemically by precipitation. The tendency now is 
to farnr more the oruanic origin of depo its in ca es in which it 
may be either inoruanic or organic, since bacterial and other 
microorganic action are no\\" being recognized.16 It i also pos-
sible that inorganic and organic formation of oolites can go on 
side by side, or that organi ms cau e precipitation of colloids, 
\\hi le the actual shaping of oolites is due to the "tendency of the 
11 Grout and Broderick, op. cit., p. 24. 
12 Op. cit. 
13 Link, G., " Die Bildung der Oolithe und Rogenstei ne," Neues Jahrb .. 
Beilage Bd. 16, 1903, pp. 495-5 13. 
14 Vaughan, T. \V .. " Remark on the Geology of the Bahama Islands and 
on the Formation of the Floridian and Bahaman Oolites," l our. Wash. Acad. 
Sci., vol. 3, 1914, pp. 302-304-
15 Brown, T . C., "Origin of Oolites and the Oolitic Texture in Rocks," Bull. 
Geo/. S oc. Am., vol. 25, 1914, p. 772. 
16 See, for example: Drew, G. H ., Papers from the Tortugas Laboratory. 
Carnegie Institution, Washington, vol. 5, 1914, p. 44. 
\\"ethered, E. B., " The Formation of Ool ite," Quart. J our. Geo/. S oc., vol. 
51, 1895. p. 205. 
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droplets forming during the separation of the dispersed pha~e of 
an emulsoid to coalesce," as expressed by Bucher.17 
The cause of the formation of concentric layers in oolit cs has 
been studied by Schade,18 who comes to the conclusion that in a 
deposit consisting mostly of colloidal material (gel), the tendency 
for the formation of concentric rings is less than in a mixture of 
crystalloids and colloids. Bucher 19 thinks that the rate of forma-
tion of the spherulites is important, those forming rapidly being 
more or less without definite structure. He also says that "the 
amount of other substance thrown out simultaneously with, and 
mechanically enme hed in, the growing structure" has some effect 
on the structure. In the Biwabik formation are three kinds of 
granules: 
1. Typical oolites made up of concentric layers. They consist 
of red jaspery or black graphitic ( ?) material with a center of 
the ame material or of fine-grained chert. Spurr 20 and Leith 21 
have called attention to them. They do not make up one per 
cent. of all the granules. 
2. Typical greenalite granules and their alteration products. 
No internal structure i visible in these "oolites." Their altera-
tion products are many times as abundant as the unaltered gran-
ules, and in many place cannot be distinguished from the altera-
tion product of the kind of tructure described under (3). 
3. tructure which have the size and outlines of greenalite 
granules, but who e internal tructure is different. They appear 
to be made up of group or chains of minute concentric rings 
which are commonly of. chert but may be of a dark graphitic ( ?) 
du t or exceedingly mmute pecks of hematite. Their centers 
and the matrix in which the e rings are imbedded are practically 
always of the ame material, but different from the rings them-
11 Bucher, W. H., "On Oolites and Spherulites," four. Geol., vol. 26, 1918, 
p. 594. 
18 Schade, H ., II Zur Enstehung der Harn teine und ahnlicher konzentrisch 
geschichteter Steine organi chen und anorganischen Ursprungs," Zeitschr. 
Chem. u. /lld. d. Ko/loide, vol. 4, 1909, pp. 175-18o, 261-266. 
19 Op. cit., p. 594. 
20 Op. cit., Plate VII ., Fig. 2. 
21 Op. cit., Plate XIII ., p. 
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A ll 
c u 
. I. Groups and chain of minute concentric rings of chert in granules of 
greenalite. }.fatrix of large granule. is chert. Nuclei in :mall rings and 
surrounding matrix of greenalite-like . ub tance. ome ring structures not 
vi ible. X 70. 
B. Structure. imilar to A. hert rings surrounded by "du. ty" black 
ring . Nuclei of amc material. ome round du ty black areas without 
rings. Compare with Pl. VIT., B. 70. 
C. Large granule (in matrix of chert) with . mal'l concentric tructu res 
of hematite "du. t" and chert. Heavy hlack area. are magnetite and hema-
tite. Needles of pecular hematite cut the concentric . tructures. Compare 
with Plate VII.. B. X 130. 
D. Part of tructure in Fig. 43. From "algal structure" horizon of Gun-
Ai nt range. Dark areas in picture are light green. X 170. 
PLATE VII. E CONOMIC GEOLOGY. V OL. XVII. 
A B 
c D 
.·I. Iron bacteria and alg<e m chert. Most bacteria outlined by heavY 
sheaths of brown color. X 65. d 
f roun B. Another view of A . Alg<e are prominent. Note resemblance 0 
1 d struc-structures lo those in greenalite structures. ( Pl. VI.) Dark co ore 
tu re are brown. X 70. 
1 t Sarne C. Alg<e resembling Microco/cits (Prof. Josephine Tilden) in c 1er · 
slide as A. Chert and alg<e are practically of the same color. X z6o. · 
D I b . . . as algre in 
. ron acteria resemblmg Chla11vydothrix from same specimen 
C. X 26o. 
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::;eh·es. For example, Plate VI., A sho\\"S chert rings \\"ith greena-
lite centers and matrix. Black centers (probably not magnetite) 
"·ith a white chert ring and another "dusty" black one around it 
may be seen in Plate VI., B. A somewhat similar structure is 
that of Plate VI., C. In it the dark centers are missing. Spurr 22 
noticed these structures and has an excellent illustration of the 
greenalite phase of them in his report. He thought that they 
represented a decomposition phase of "glauconite." Leith 23 al o 
illustrates them and says that they suggest organic structures. In 
the Clinton ores in which similar structures occur, they are 
"clearly due to the replacement of a shell with regular structure." 
according to Leith. \Vethered 2 • shows some similar structure 
in oolitic limestone, and attributes them to organi ms. These 
minute structure are of remarkably uni form size ( 0.03-0.04 
mm. ). Due to the difference in degree of alteration, they may · 
be composed of different minerals a in the larger greenalite struc-
tures. The fact that they are preserved only in fine-grained or 
almost amorphous material, and not in the more cry tallized 
granules, indicate the primary origin of these structures. It is 
usual to find them penetrated by magnetite, hematite, or amphi-
bole crystals. In places they may form rings around apparently 
massive greenalite. When uch greenalite granules were ex-
amined carefully with strong artificial light, it was sometime 
noticed that the apparently homogeneou mass showed faint out-
lines of these minute structures. 
About 200 thin sections from the Biwabik and Gunflint ranges 
were examined; in many of the le s altered one these structures 
were seen. In most of them (except those from the East 1Ie-
sabi) at least traces of the structure were pre erved. In the 
light of the other evidence presented on page 419, they are at-
tributed to the work of microorgani ms, and may be called cell 
structures. Unless all of the greenalite granule are made up 
of cell structures or some other form of organism, we may con-
22 OP. cit., Plate VI., Figs. I and 2. 
2s Mon. 43, p. 117 and Plate XIV., A and B. 
24 Op. cit., Figs. 5 and 7. 
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elude that the following conditions probably would be favorable 
for the formation of granules without internal structure : 
r. Relatively rapid deposition of colloidal precipitates. 
2. Lack of strong tendency to crystallize, on account of the co.l-
loidal character of silica and ferrous and ferric organic 
compounds and hydroxides. 
3. Absence of fragmental grams which could have formed the 
nuclei of oolites. 
Structures Related to Greenalite Granules. 
Many iron ore formations show granular structures simila: to 
greenalite, but most of them differ in one respect-that the major-
ity of their granules are true oolites with concentric ring struc-
rela-tures. In most of the formations, however, there occur a . 
tively small number of granules which have not concentnc 
structures, and therefore resemble typical greenalite structures . . 
In the Wabana oolites 25 other features also are note~orth\ 
Boring algce have been found in the oolites, and Hayes thmks I 
possible that they were active in the production of hematite. 
- l"t to· In the Biwabik formation we find hematite and greena 1 e 
gether. Hematite is commonly taken to be an alteration prod~ct 
of the greenalite. In the Wabana oolites hematite and chamosite 
· 1 · · 1 tain to occur 111 a ternatmg concentric rings. It seems fairy cer f 
the writer that hematite here is not an alteration product ~ 
chamosite. It would be difficult to believe that one concentric 
layer could have remained in one state of oxidation while an ad· 
· h vas a Jacent one was changed to some other state, unless t ere ' 
con picuous original difference. There is no reason, then, whY 
hematite (or a ferric hydroxide) where associated with greena· 
I. ' . I · the 1te, could not have been an important primary mmera 111 
Biwabik formation. 
The remarkable similarity in shape of the greenalite and Cli~ton 
o-ranule has been emphasized by Leith. 2s McCallie 21 describes 
25 Haye •A. C., "Wabana Iron Ore of Newfoundland" Canada Geol. Surv . 
.Memoir 78, 1915. ' 
26 Mon. 43, p. 251. 
. " Geo!. 27 McCallie, S. W., "Report on the Fossil Iron Ores of Georgia, 
Sun-. Georgia, Bui'!. 17, 1908, p. 174. 
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\ 'linton ore granules \\·ith a nucleus of a crreenish mineral which 
he thinks is similar to greenalite. 
(jlauconite resembles greenalite closely in shape and internal 
-,trncture. Spurr 2 ~ thought that greenalite is a potassium-poor 
\ariety of glauconi te. Leith objec ted 29 to this, because aluminum 
is also absent from the greenalite, and becau e c\etrital mud, al-
\\ ays associated \\ ith glauconite, is not found with greenalite. It 
is probable, howner, that greenalite granules form by processes 
similar to those active in the making of glauconite. According 
to Clarke,30 this proces may be adsorption . o far , however, no 
generally accepted theory has been adYanced for the formation of 
glauconite.3 1 
.11 icroorga11isms in and near the Biwabik Formation. 
Lo\Yer organisms \\·ere widespread in "C'pper Huronian time. 32 
In r9r r Cayeux 33 mentioned organic structure in the Mesabi, 
:If enominee. and Penokee Gogebic ranges. but hi s work i not 
clear as to what structures were meant. 
In the present imestigation, pecimens of chert ·which contain 
2 • Op. cit., p. 242. 
29 Op. cit., pp. 242 and 254. 
30 Op. cit., pp. 513-514. 
s1 Murray, J .. and Renard, A. F., "Voyage of the Challenger; Deep Sea 
Deposit ," 1891, p. 389. 
Murray, J., and Hjort, J., "Depths of the Ocean," London, 1912, p. 189. 
Collet, L. \V .. and Lee, G. \\' .. "Recherche sur la galuconic," Proc. Rov. 
Soc. Edinbg., vol. 26, 1906, pp. 25\)-262. 
Andree, K., "Cber edimentbildung am Meeresboden," Geo/. Ru11dsclta.u, 
vol. 8, 1917, pp. 59-<)1. 
s2 \\'alcott, C. D .. "Pre-Cambrian Algonkian Algal Flora," miths. Inst. 
Misc. Coll., vol. 64, no. 2, 1914 
Idem." Note on Fossils from Lime tone of teeprock Lake, Ontario," Geo!. 
Sun·ey Canada, Mem. 28, 1912, p. 16. 
Moore, E. ., "The Iron Formation on Belcher Islands. Hudson Bay, etc.," 
J our. Geo/., vol. 24, 191 , pp. 412- 438. 
Grout and Broderick, Am. J our. S ci., vol. 48, 1919, p. 199. 
Broderick, T. M., EcoN. GEOL., vol. 15, 1920, p. 422. 
S3 Cayeux, L.. "Existence de re tes organiques dans le roche ferrugineu es 
associees aux minerai de fer huronien des Etats-Uni ," Compt. re11d., vol. 
153· 19II, pp. 91<>-<)12. 
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not only alg~, but also iron bacteria and most probably hacilli 
(Plates VII. and VIII.) were found. The chert was foun<l in the 
Archean greenstones and the Lower Middle Huronian gray-
wackes northeast of Eveleth. Cherts of gray, greenish, and jas" 
per-red tints fill joint cracks of varying widths in the greenstone 
and graywacke. In places the cracks widen out into larger ir-
regular areas. Often these cracks are straight for 6 to IO feet. 
They must have been filled after the last severe folding of the 
area. This folding took place before the laying down of the iron-
bearing formation. Glacial erosion has planed off weathered ma-
terial and has left a smooth, almost fresh, surface of greenstone 
and graywacke. That the organisms are at least as old as the 
Upper Huronian rocks seems to be evident from the following ob-
servations : 
1. The chert is fresh, and indistinguishable, either in the hand 
specimen or under the microscope, from any of the cherts of the 
Lake Superior region. 
2. Under the microscope it is seen to be finely crystalline and 
to contain small perfect rhombohedral crystals of carbonate, as in 
iron carbonate of the iron-bearing rocks. 
3. Microscopic needles of an amphibole, probably actinolite, 
are observed in the chert. These needles are common in the iron-
bearing formations, and indicate considerable depth of burial. 
4. Minute pyrite cubes replace the chert, and in one place, the 
algal growths also. Pyrite is abundant throughout the green-
stone and graywackes 34 in this area. It probably was introduced 
during or at the end of the last intrusive activity, which, in this 
area, seems to be represented by a porphyry dike containing 
pyrite only a few hundred feet away from the place at which the 
organisms were found. This dike was assigned to the Keweena-
wan period by the writer. 83 In the cherty phases of the Biwabik 
formation pyrite is almost absent. It seems reasonable to infer, 
then, that the pyrite as ociated with the microorganism was in-
troduced hydrothermally. 
u Van Hise and Leith, op. cit., p. 512. 
3G Report in preparation. 
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:-· T he chert filling the cracks in the greenstone and graywacke 
1s found only within 1,800 feet of the present edge of the Biwabik 
fo rmation ; farther away there is none. If the dip of the Biwabik 
fo rmation be projected toward the greenstone, it is found that the 
fossils would be only a very short distance, if any, below the 
bottom of the former iron-bearing sediments. The Pokegama 
quartzite is thin in this area, and probably was almost absent in 
some places. This would mean that the iron-bearing formation 
practically rested on the Archean or Lower Middle Huronian 
rocks, as it does in some other places on the range. 
6. ?\ o chert later than that of the Biwabik formation has ever 
been reported from the Lake Superior region. On the other 
hand, the chert is removed in enormous quantities from the ore. 
\\"here silica has been redeposited in veins, it has been in the form 
of quartz. As a matter of fact, in one place small quartz veins 
were found which cut the chert in the joint cracks. If this chert, 
however. were really deposited by descending solutions, it would 
be, so far as the writer knows, the first fossiliferous chert observed 
in true veins. 
7. The chert is embedded in country rock which seems to be 
practically fresh at the contacts, as if it had not been exposed to 
weathering. It is probable that the massive, already metamor-
phosed. rock protected the chert in the joint cracks from deforma-
tion and changes experienced by the Biwabik formation proper. 
8. According to Grout.36 on the East Mesabi Range fissures in 
granite are filled with rock of the iron-bearing formation which 
overlies the granite. Cases are also known in which chert and 
jasper filling joint cracks in greenstone and basalt are as ociated 
with overlying cherts and iron-bearing formations. 87 
In studying the algre of Plate VII., Band C and thin sections of 
other specimens from the ame locality, it was observed that there 
eems to exist a gradation from the perfect ones ( which form a 
36 Personal communication. 
37 Leith, C. K., "An Algonkian Basin in Hudson Bay- a Compari on with 
the Lake Superior Basin," EcoN. GEOL., vol. 5, 19!0, p. 242. 
Dewey, H .. and Fleet, J. S., "On Some British Pillow-l'avas and the Rocks 
Associated with Them," Geol. Mag., vol. 48, 1911, pp. 202-209, and 241- 248. 
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network ) to groups which seem to consist only of concentnL 'ings. 
or round spots ( like some in Plate VII., B) without any connect-
ing portions or sheaths between them. These simpler rings or 
spots usually seem to be a little larger than the cross sections of 
the algce in Plate VII., C. They resemble the rings in the greena-
lite structures (Plates VI. and VIII., A) very much, and strongly 
suggest a relation in origin. 
New organisms were also found in the cherts of the algal 
structure horizon of the Gunflint and Biwabik formations. Ba-
cilli ( there is little doubt that they are such) of the same kind as 
those shown in Plate VIII., B were found in two specimens from 
the algal structures of the Upper Cherty Division near Hibbing. 
They are of the same shape and size as those in Plate VIII. , B, 
but are less numerous. According to Professor A. T. Henrici,38 
they are probably the same pecies. 
In this connection may be mentioned rods of si lica (about 10 
to 12 microns lon<Y ) which Were observed by Bleicher 39 in oolites 
of the Minette ores of France. These rods are said to resemble 
bacteria. In a pecimen from the algal structure horizon of the 
pper Cherty Divi ion on the Gunflint Range, the algce shO\rn in 
Fig. 43 and in Plate VI., D Were found. There still exists some 
doubt a to whether these plants belong to a higher class than 
algce. ~1icroorgani ms, probably fungi and algce, were also 
found by the writer in chert pebbles of the basal conglomerate of 
rock as igned by Leith •0 to the Pokegama quartzite. Lack of 
space pre\·ents their being described here. They corroborate, 
howe\'er. the evidence that the algce and bacteria described in the 
\)receding paragraph are of at least Upper Huronian age. 
The writer wishe to express hi s thanks to Dr. C. D. vValcott 
and to Dr. Albert 1Iann, of the Smithsonian Institute, for ex-
amining one of the sections containing fungi-like plants. to Pro-
fessor Jo ephine Tilden, Professor C. O. Rosendahl , and Profes-
3s Dept. of Bacteriology, Univ. of Minnesota. 
39 Quoted by Van Werwek~, L., "Bemerkungen i.iber die Zusammensetzung 
und die Enstehung der lothnngisch-luxemburgischen oolithischen Eisenerze,"' 
Zeitschr. prak. Geol., vol. 9, 1901, p. 396. 
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sor F. K. Butters, of the department of Botany of the University 
of ::\Iinnesota, for the identification of algce and similar structures, 
and to Professor A. T. Henrici for identification of the bacteria. 
Professor Charles Schuchert of Yale Uninrsity also had the 
kindness to examine the photographs. 
SOLUTION OF IRON AND SILICA. 
In the following experiments an attempt has been made to 
sho\Y that iron and silica are dissolved by solutions from decaying 
organic matter. The results have been compared with those ob-
tained in experiments with carbonated water and with other dilute 
acid solution 
Amounts of Iron in Natural TVaters. 
The average river water contains less than one part per million 
of iron.'1 Sea waters also are very low in iron. This suggests 
that such waters are an inadequate source for the deposition of a 
great iron-bearing formation. There are, however, some anal-
yses showing more iron. The rivers of Brazil and other parts 
of South America carry from 2 to 7 parts of Fe203 ; this is a 
relatively large percentage of their total mineral content, which 
is usually low.'2 
S\Yamp waters commonly contain more iron than other surface 
water.'3 Moore 44 reports three water with 47 to 61 parts of 
Fe20 3 per million, either from lakes in which iron ore are in the 
process of formation, or from creeks tributary to such lake . 
41 Clarke. F. W., "The Data of Geochemistry," U. S. Geo!. Survey. Bull. 
6g5, 1920. 
42 Clarke, F. 'vV., op. cit., pp. 90-92. See also analyses B and E, p. 77: C, p. 
93; and E, p. 105, which contain unusual amounts of iron and organic matter. 
43 End ell, K., " Der Sauregehalt des Moorwassers," lour. prakt. Chem., vol. 
82. pp. 414-422, 1910. 
Sec also Endel\', K., "Uber die chemische und mineralogische Veranderung 
basischer Eruptivegesteine bei der Zersetzung unter Mooren," Nencs Jahrb. 
Min., Beilage Bd. 31, 1911, pp. 1--54. 
44 Moore, E. ]., "The Occurrence and Origin of Some Bog Iron Deposits 
in the District of Thunder Bay, Ontario," EcoN. GEOL., vol'. 5, 1910, pp. 528 -
538. 
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Simpson 45 mentions a small stream which contains 17 parts per 
million of iron and much organic matter. It is noteworthy that 
organic matter seems to be always present in surface waters tpat 
contain much iron. 
Spring waters often carry iron, but such waters are probably 
not the sources of the large iron-bearing formations, on account 
of their limited quantity. 
Decaying Organic Matter as Solvent. 
From decaying plant Ii fe there may be extracted ·by water a 
bro\vnish solution which is, for the most part, colloidal in nature.'6 
These solutions are slightly acid, but it is not known yet whether 
this acidity is due to so-called "humus acid" 47 (which is an 
indeterminate substance), or to other organic or inorganic acids, 
such as carbon dioxide. 48 
vVith such solutions,49 it is thought that iron can form so-called 
ferrous and ferric humates, which probably are colloidal in nature 
and, under certain conditions, retain iron persistently. In 1870 
Thenard 50 stated that silica could form "silico-azo humic acids" 
with humus and nitrogen. Julien 51 based some of his conclu~ 
4 5 Simpson, E. S., " otes on Laterites in Western Austratia," Geo!. Mag., 
vol. 49, 1912, p. 405. 
4 6 Cl'arke, F. W., op. cit. p. ro6. 
Oden, Sven, "Die liu~insauren. Chemische, physikalische und boden-
kundliche Forschungen,'' Kolloidchemische Beihefte, vol. II, 1919, p. ro4. 
Albert, R., "Bemerkungen zu den Abhandlungen von H. Stremme iiber die 
' o-genannten Humussauren,'" Zeitschr. prakt. Geo!., vol. 17, 1909, p. 528. 
Stremme, H ., "Die so-genannten 'Humussauren,'" Ze·itschr. prakt. Geol., 
vol. 17, 1909, pp. 353-355. 
Gillespie, L. J., and W1se, E., "Action of Normal Salts on Humus and 
Other Experiments on Soil Acidity," f our. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 40, 1918, P· 
7¢1. 
A chan, 0., "Die Bedeutung der wasserloslichen Humusstoffe fiir die 
Bildung der See und Sumpferze," Zeitschr. prakt. Geo!., vol. 15, 1907, p. 57· 
40 Oden, Sven, op. cit., pp. 138 and 147. 
4 Van Hise, C. R., "A Treatise on Metamorphism," U. S. Geo!. Survey 
Mon. 47, 1904, p. 46r. 
o Oden, S., op. cit., p. r8o. 
50 Thenard, P., Compt. Rrnd., vol. 70, 1870, p. 1412. 
51 Julien, A. A., "On the Geological Action of the Humus Acids," Am. 
Assoc. Adv. Sci., vol. 28, 1879, pp. 3rr-4ro. 
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PLATE VIII. E CONOMIC G EOLOGY, V OL. XVII . 
B 
A. Iron bacteria from the same pecimcn as in Plate VII. Note heath anrl 
cross ection of sheath in upper right corner. Black areas brown :n specimen. 
x 1300. 
B. Bacilli from the same specimen as . I. 11inute rod rounded at the 
ends; some are bent; uniform in size and numerous. Only a few can be got 
into focu at one time. They are white like the chert. X 1300. 
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·.10 11~ 0 11 the existence of these "acids." Clarke, 52 however, dis-
credited Thenard's statement. Niklas,53 in the study of soils, 
has demonstrated the solubility of minerals and rocks in peat 
solutions. \Veiss 5 • has sho\Yn that peat solutions will change an 
impure clay to a residue of almost pure kaolin. 
Experiments w ith Peat Solutions. 
Jla terial Used and Methods of Anal3•sis of Solutions.-In all 
experiments distilled water and the same kind of a lime-deficient 
peat from \\ ' illiam's bog north of Duluth, Minnesota, were used . 
. \partial analysis o f the peat (after drying at r IO for 5 hours ) 
gaye: 
Per Cent . Per Cent . 
T ota l ash ........ . ........... 7.u o eao ..... .... ........ .. .. .... o.510 
SiO, . .. ......... .. ......... .. 5.66o MgO ...... .. ... .. ........... o.36o 
Fe . . .......... .. ... . ......... 0 .01 2 
Mineral and rock powders (ground in agate mortar ) that passed 
through 200 mesh were used. Glauconite sand was used with-
out po,Ydering it. In all experiments with a certain mineral or 
rock, powder from the same cru hed sample \ra taken. De-
terminations of silica and iron were made of most samples. A 
li st of the minerals and rocks used follow : 
I. ?~\'rite-crystal s "·ith possibly a little quartz. \\'a hed with 
dilute HCI . 
2. H cmatite- compact columnar variety. It was u ed in prefer-
ence to specular hematite, as the latter seems to be mixed 
with magnetite, as a rule. The powder in water was 
cleaned with a magnet. No magnetic particles were 
found. 
3. Limonite-reni form . ontains some i02• Treated like 
hematite. Washed with dilute HCl to free from any 
carbonate. 
52 Op. cit., p. 1o6. 
5s Niklas, H., "Untersuchungen iiber den Einfluss von Humusstoffen auf 
die Verwitterung der Silikate," fot. Mitt. f . Bode11ku11de, vol. 2, 1912, pp. 214-
244. 
5 4 Weiss, F., "Vorkommen und Entstehung der Kaolinerden des ostthiirg-
inge chen Buntsandsteinbecken ," Zeitschr. prakt. Geol., 1910, p. 365. 
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4. Siderite-massive, crystalline with some quartz. CaO irace; 
MgO 4.5 . 
5. Magnetite-from Port Henry, N. Y. Massive variety. 
6. Augite-black massive variety with a little calcite. Po\\'der 
was cleaned under water with a strong magnet. Si02 
38.6; Fe 14.06. 
7. Olivine rook-granular, from Scott's creek, Jackson County, 
. C. vVashed and treated magnetically to extract any 
magnetite. Si02 4I.9; Fe 4.99. 
8. Serpentine-massive yellowish green variety. Apparently 
contains no other mineral. Si02 4I.8; Fe 3.57. 
9. Glauconite sand-from ew Jersey. 
IO. Greenalite rock-:\iesabi Range, Section 19, T. 57 J\ .. R. 
21 vV. Greenalite granules are conspicuous. Si02 46.40; 
Fe 16.27; CaO 2.96; MgO 26.20. 
1 I. Magnetic f erruginous chert-Mesabi R.ange, Section 27, T. 
56 N., R. 24 \V. Contains about 2 0 per cent. of iron as 
magnetite and a little carbonate (no calcite). Si02 44.09; 
Fe 29.39. 
12. Ely gremstone-spherulitic. rear Ely, Minnesota. Si02 
45.3; Fe 10.69. 
13. Dulutli gabbro-dark variety. ear Duluth, Minnesota. 
Si02 54.93; Fe 10.02. 
14. Sudbury nickel ore-norite, pyrrho\ite, and pentlandite. 
Pyrrhotite make up 7° or more Per cent. of specimen. 
The olutions, after having been in COl)tact with the mineral 
matter the required tiO:e, we'.e filte~ed and evaporated in pyrex 
beakers to 50 c.c., then 111 platmum dt he ; and the organic matter 
wa burned off. The residue wa analyzed by standard methods 
(silica by hydrofluorizing, iron b~ titration with potassium per-
manganate). When only approximate re ults were desired, as 
in Table III., colorimetric e timates were 11-tade. Potassium fer-
ricyanide in excess was added to the organic solution and the 
color of the latter was compared with another orcranic ~cid solu-
tion of known iron content, to which the same a~ount of potas-
J llV,VlllV\.fll~ 
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: .um ferricyanide had been added. Quantitative check analyses 
~hO\\ ed this to give good re ults. 
B c D 
F1G. 44. Apparatus used in the solution of minerals by peat waters. 
Action on Powdered Mineral Matter.-The apparatus shown 
in Fig. 44 \Yas used to assure a large and continuous supply of 
solution from the different minerals. The stoppers and connec-
tion between the gla tubes and funnels were of rubber. 20 
gram of the mineral were mixed with as much peat as could be 
conveniently put into bottle (B) without stopping the circulation 
of water. 15 grams of the same mineral were put into bottle 
(C) with distilled water and allowed to settle. Flak (D) wa 
filled with distilled water and was intended to catch any solid 
particles that might come over from bottle ( C) . Funnel (A) 
was filled with peat, and in order to keep the peat from enterin<T 
tube (a), glass-wool wa placed in the bottom of (A). The 
whole apparatus was then filled by letting the air slowly escape 
through the stopcock ( e) and pourina distilled water into the 
funnel. Then _soo c.c. of solution were drawn off each week 
through stopcock ( e). For each of the minerals and rock men-
tioned. except serpentine, and for a blank, the apparatus and 
conditions for the experiment were identical. 
While it was expected that the peat solution would dissolve all 
the mineral matter it could hold in bottle ( B). the ve sel ( C) 
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wa introduced in order to ha\·e the solution also come into con-
tact \Yith mineral matter in the absence of peat. Thi s would 
correspond to natural conditions, where the peat solutions per-
colate through underlying rocks, and, according to some geol-
ogist , depo it a part of the alts they contain. Considerable 
amounts of gas were observed to collect in the bottles about two 
weeks after they were filled, and continued to form to the end of 
the experiments. It was probably a mixture of hydrocarbon 
«a e a . ome of it wa inflammable. The amount of organic :-.. . 
matter in different olution varied greatly. The maximum 
amount ob erved wa 317 parts of organic matter (dried at 105° ) 
per million . 
. \s the peat solution slowly ro e in bottle ( C) when the water 
was drawn off at (e), a relatively harp line was observed at the 
contact of the solution with the di tilled water. The colloidal 
solution evidently did not diffu e in the water above it to an appreci-
able extent. The olution were clear, though ranging in color 
from yellow to dark brown. All the peat olutions unless the 
contrary i stated, reacted either slightly acid or n~utral, with 
litrnu solution or neutral red a indicator . 
• ot all the mineral g~\·e up iron ~\ ith the a.me rapidity. The 
pyrite, magnetite, idente, rnarrnetrc ferruginous chert, areen-
stone, augite, olivine, and udbury re olutions contained iron 
\\hen the peat water fir t reached the outlet of the apparatus 
( after 40 day ) · The olution from greenalite and Duluth 
gabbro rrave te ts for iron 20 day late~ , while iron did not appear 
from hematite, limonite, and glauconrte until 30 days after the 
peat water had reached. the ~utlet. Thi i Probably due to the 
fact that iron i contamed Ill these la t three minerals in the 
ferric . tate, which require. more time for olution on account 
of the nece sary reduction to the ferrou condition ' 
Qualitative test f?r iron (~\·hich \\~ ahvays .in the ferrous 
state) were made \\'I th po ta . rum f errrcyanic1e. Colloidal iron 
doe not react with pota ium fe~ro- and. ferricyanide,55 for this 
reaction takes place between the ron . tnce tests with the cya-
ss Zsigmondy. R., "Kolloidchemie," 1918, p. 270. 
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11icle~ sho\\'ed ferrous iron, \\'e know that the iron i present in 
part in true solution. Dialysis of one of the solutions through 
a colloclion membrane sho\\'ed that Fe ion were abundant, though 
colloidal ferro-humates may ha\'e been present also. Alumina 
seemed to be present in trace only, according to qualitati ve tests. 
The partial analyses of t\\'O ample of 500 c.c. each, taken at 
inten·als of about 80 and 170 days re pectively. are given in 
Table I. 
TABLE I. 
Sot.t:BILITY OF MINERALS AND ROCKS IN PEAT 01.UTIONS. 
(Parts per Million .) 
After i7 Da. '"· After r82 Days. 
SiO,, Fe. SiO,, Fe. Cao. :\l gO. 
------
Blank . ....... I Trace 6 2 9 Trac<' 
Pyrite Kot det. 23 9 14 7 Trac<' 
Hematit<' Some 25 10 2i 8 Tra C' 
Limonite .. Some 14 15 30 7 Trac<' 
;:\fagnetite Not det. 31 8 41 IO Trac<· 
Siderite ... Some 94 10 4 9 Trac<' 
After 90 Day . After 165 Day•. 
iO,, Fe. iOs. Fe. Cao. :\fgO. 
----------
Augite .. 
·· ···· ··· 
. . 40 9 35 8 JI 
Olivine . ... 
. . ·· · ·· ·· ·· 
161 14 100 9.5 8 24 
Greenstonc 
·········· 
81 20 68 15 1() Trac<' 
Duluth gabbro 7 19 2 15 16 Ttf'u~ 
Greenalite rock .. 
······· 
47 17 44 9 8 2 
;:\! agnetic fcrrug. chert .... .30 27 3J 25 I.I 2 
Glauconite •and 26 15 35 19 29 3 
u<lbury ore 
······ ····· · 
25 22 JO I() 11 Tran· 
-----
---
ome experiment were 1,erformed to a certain the reaction of 
peat solution on minerals under tatic conditions. Glass bottles 
of a volume of 2,500 c.c. were filled with 20 gram of the min-
eral, about 7 5 grams of peat, and di tilled \\ ater. Then they 
were clo ed with grea ed glass stoppers. Occasionally they were 
haken. After 120 days, 500 c.c. of each solution were analyzed 
(Table II.). 
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go into solution at all; MgO and CaO, on the other han d. while 
dissolved, are adsorbed by the colloids of the peat,58 or precipitated 
as organic compounds, and appear in the solutions in only small 
amounts. The amount of silica in the solutions from olivine is 
greater in the presence of air than in the absence of air. 
The followina experiment indicate that the efficiency of peat 
solutions alone is practically as great as that of peat solutions in 
contact with the peat. The minerals tested in filtered peat solu-
tions were siderite, pyrite, hematite, limonite, and magnetite. 
One gram of each was put into a large test tube (75 c.c. ), and 
filtered peat solution from the blank sample of the first experiment 
(Table I.) was added. The full tubes were closed with rubber 
stoppers. Colorimetric estimations of iron after 45 days gave 
results similar to tho e of Table I. 
In order to find out whether a mineral such as serpentine, due 
to its easy solubility and basic character, could influence the 
solubility of the iron oxides in a marked degree when mixed with 
them, three experiments were made. To three bottles of 2,500 
c.c. capacity each, containing distilled water, 20 grams of peat, 
and 10 grams of serpentine, were added: ( 1) IO grams of sider-
ite, (2) IO gram of limonite, ancl (3) IO grams of magnetite. 
The water pre ent was ufficient to fill the bottles. Thev were 
toppered and agitated a little abo\tt every two days. The anal-
y es after 4- day showed, in parts per million: 
SiO,. Fe. 
( 1 ) Serpentine+ siderite · · · · · · · ... ....... .. ...... 6o.s 24.7 
( 2 ) " + limonit~ . . .. . .. . ................ 68.9 29.0 
(3) + magnetite . ........ . ............. s3.2 15.7 
In the ca e of siderite and lim<Jnite the amount of iron is a 
little smaller than in the ab ence of s~rpentine. In the case of 
magnetite, only about half as much iron, on an average, has gone 
into solution as in the ab ence of serpentine. 
Action on PolishtNJ. Surfaces Und Thin Sections.-Polished 
pieces of magnetite, pyrite, magnetite and hematite together m 
one specimen, and magnetite, chert, and carbonate together in 
Gs Clarke, F. W., op. cit., p. 497. 
---- 0 
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;u.,Jther specimen, \\·ere submerged in stoppered bottles that con-
1ained peat and water. The bottles were carefully stoppered. 
\ fter two months all the solutions contained at least trace of 
iron. The magnetite and hematite had lost some of their luster, 
\\ hilc the pyrite was practically unaffected. In the specimen that 
ronta ined magnetite, chert, and carbonate, the carbonate had been 
eaten out to appreciable depth, leaving the other minerals un-
changed. 
Thin sections of :Mesabi taconite (chert with granule of hema-
tite), basalt, gabbro, olivine gabbro, hornblende schist. quartz 
diorite with biotite, and opal were treated as follows: For each 
slide an apparatus similar to Fig. 44 wa used. Half of the CO\'er 
glass and Canada bal am of each slide was removed, and the slide 
put into a bottle which would correspond to bottle ( C) in Fig. 44. 
The slide \vas thus not in contact with peat. About 500 c.c. of 
solution were drawn off every month. After seven months the 
slides were examined. 
In the taconite the hematite contained in the granules had been 
partly dissoh-ed. In the olivine gabbro, the olivine in the un-
covered portion had been either changed to an almost isotropic 
ubstance with an index of 1.552, or had been "eaten out" en-
tirely in a fe\v places. The resemblance of the remainino- portions 
to serpentine is great in index and birefringence. Augite, which 
was also present in the olivine crabbro, wa not altered noticeably. 
In the other slides only slight clouding was ob erved. 
C 0111bi11atio11s of Peat a11d Salt Solutions. 
Colloids or Yery porou sub tances, when brought into contact 
with solutions of neutral alts, commonly ad orb the base-forming 
element, causing the solutions to become acid. 50 ::\fany experi-
59 Cameron, F. K., and Bell, J. l\I., "The Mineral Constituents of the Soil 
Solution," U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. of oils, Bull. 30, 1905, p. 39. 
Sullivan, E. C., "The Interaction between Minerals and Water Solutions 
with Special Reference to Geologic Phenomena," U. . Geol. Survey, Bull. 
J12, 1907, p. IO. 
Harris, J. E., "Some Adsorption Phenomena in Soil and Kaolin," lol4r. 
Phys. Chem., vol. 18, 1914, pp. 355-371. 
Bancroft, W. D ., "Applied Colloid Chemistry," ew York, 1921, pp. 90-128. 
Clarke, F. W., op. cit., p. 496. 
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ments were made by the writer to determine the effect of adsorp-
tion by peat solutions. Peat and powdered mineral matter were 
· T ble added to a salt solution. A few of the results are g iven m a . 
IV. They clearly indicate that strong acids were liberated in 
the case of sulphate and chloride solutions. These acids attacked 
the minerals much more than the ordinary peat solutions (Table 
I.). In the solutions containing carbonates, on the other hand, 
only carbonic acid was freed. This was shown by strong effer· 
vescence when the bottles were opened. The carbonic acid at· 
tacked the minerals relatively feebly. The solutions with the 
chlorides and sulphates were almost colorless and contained v:ry 
little organic matter; those with the carbonates were brow~ish 
yellow and had much organic matter. The solubility of iron 
and silica in the presence of air was similar to that in its absenced, 
· th 1 · . 1 e adde m ese so uttons. When mineral matter and a sa t wer . d 
to a filtered peat solution, very similar results were obta·in·e · 
Th · f · · 1 taining e urn orm1ty m the amounts of iron in the vesse s con f 
CaCOa (Table IV.) seems to indicate that the combination ° 
TABLE IV. 
SOLUBILITY OF lRON AND SILICA FROM MINERALS IN SALT SOLUTIONS JN 
CONTACT WITH PEAT IN CLOSED BOTTLES FOR 40 DAYS. 
(Parts per Mitlion.) ~ 
t G. of Peat Kind and Concentration of Salt Used in 75 c.c. 
D' 1·11 d Water 
__,---





I ! G. 
75 c.c. Sol. l! G. l! G. l! G. 
Na,so •. NaCl. MgCh. I MgCOa. 
-Pyrite ........... .. .. Fe 333.8 Magnetite ...... .. ... . Fe 157.8 Olivine ......... . .. .. Fe 22.4* 36.I 
Greenalite ........ . ... j SiO, 132.4 12!.2 Fe 
Si02 Magnetic ferruginous 
chert .. .. ........ . . Fe 5-1 
- Si01 12.0 
-Solutions acidt Sol. 
alkal. 
* 224·0 parts MgO in solution 
t Litmus for indicator. . 
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\\all r, peat, and CaC03 cannot hold more than 8.5 to 9.0 parts 
o i 1 ron per million in solution. 80 
. \ rti ficial sea water 61 was used with peat in two experiments. 
After 135 days (in closed bottles) the solutions contained, in 
part~ per million: 
From 
Grcenstonc 
5i0, ....... ······· ...... ······· ··· ··· ·· 18.0 
Al,Q, ..... ..... . ................. .... ... 3.2 
Fe ............... .. ............ .. ...... 124.0 





Sea \\'ater alone and ea water with green tone after 135 days 
contained only traces of iron and ilica. 
This behavior of decaying plant life when acted on by sea 
" ·ater or other chlorides and ulphate i , it eems to the writer, 
of great geologic importance. Po ibly an indication that deca)-
ing animal tissue bring about imilar reaction i the statement 
hy :.rurray and Irvine 62 that putri fying mu sel Ae h in sea water 
i able to dissolve 25 part of silica per million from diatom and 
globigerina oozes. 
Carbonated Wat er as Solvent. 
:\ few experiments were made with carbonated water, and the 
results were compared with tho e of former experiments.81 
Flask ( 500 c.c.) were filled with di tilled water as nearly satu-
60 The solutions from augite, which contains calcite (Tables I. and III.). 
also have not more than 9 parts of iron. 
61 The solutions contained per liter: 
MgCJ., · 6H,O . . . . . . . . . . 8.oo grams MgSO, · 7H,O .......... 3.30 grams 
NaCl .................. 27.20 Caso.· 2H,O ........... 1.50 
62 Murray, J., and Irvine, R., "On Silica and Siliceous Remains of Organ-
isms in Modern Seas," Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, vol. 18, 1891, p. 248. 
ea Muller, R., "Untersuchungen iiber die Einwirkung des kohlensaurehal-
tigen Wassers auf einige Mineralien und Gesteine," Thermaks Min. Afitteil, 
1877, pp. 25-48. 
Henrich, F., "Uber die Einwirkung von kohlensaurehaltigem \: a er auf 
Gesteine und iiber den Ur prung und den Mechani mus der kohlensaurefiihr-
enden Thermen," Zeitschr. prakt. Geol., vol. 18, 1910, pp. 85--94- , 
Leitrneier, H., "Zur Kenntniss der Karbonate," Neues Jahrb ., Beil. Bd. 40, 
1916, pp. 681-684. 
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rated with C02 as possible, and 5 grams of the mineral matter 
were added. The flasks were quickly stoppered and sealed. 
After seven weeks the solutions were analyzed, with the follow-
ing results: 
TABLE V. 
MATERIAL DISSOLVED IN WATER SATURATED WITH CARBON DIOXIDE IN 7 \VEEKS-
( Parts per Million.) 
===================;==========;==========c========-,.---
From Si02. Fe. Cao. l\fgO. 
Siderite* . .... ... . . . Trace 
Magnetite ... . . ... .. . . . .. . 
Olivine . . .. ....... ... . . . . 44.7 
--------- -'------- --- - - --- - - --
* Siderite contains 3.3 per cent. MgO and traces of CaO and SiO,. 
In order to ascertain whether a continuous stream of carbon 
dioxide would be more effective, 5 grams of each mineral were 
put into bottles and washed C02 was bubbled through the bottles 
for 2 and 4 weeks respectively. 
Special precautions were taken to avoid contamination by air. 
50 c.c. of each solution were analyzed each time. The results 
are given below: 
TABLE VI. 
MATERIAL DISSOLVED IN WATER THROUGH WHICH CQ2 WAS PASSF.D 
CONTINUOUSLY. 
(Parts per Million.) 
After 2 \Veeks. After 4 Weeks. 
From 
Si0,. Fe. Cao. MgO. Si02• Fe. I CaO. MgO. 
----------1---
29.4 2 I.0 3 7 .3 89.o 
49-7 Trace 235.0 92.0 34.3 Trace 229.a 
14.0 23.0 26. I 149.0 64.4 I 
iderite* . ... .. . ... . ... . 
Olivine ...... . ... . .. .. . 
Duluth Gabbro . . . . .. . . . 
* Siderite contains 3.3 per cent. MgO and traces of CaO and SiO,. 
These experiments show that siderite containino- some Mo-0 does 
::, :::. 
n.o~ go into solution in carbonated water more readily than the 
ihcates or magnetite. The experiments, furthermore, show that 
more ilica and magnesia and less iron was dissolved from olivine 
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than 111 similar experiments by Muller and Leitmeier. 64 A con-
ti11w111~ stream of carbon dioxide \\'as more effective in attack-
in~ magnesia, as might have been expected, but it also dissolved 
more silica. 
C onclttsions. 
From these experiments 65 the following conclusion may be 
reached : 
r. Solutions from decaying plants dissolve all oxides and ca1 -
bonate o f iron, and most of the silicates, but do not seem to 
attack pyrite appreciably. 
2 . The strength of such solutions is similar to that of carbonic 
acid. It is possible that carbonic acid is the chief acid of the so-
call ed " natural organic acid ," but the organic colloids in such 
solutions give special properties to them. 
3. One of the difference between natural organi\: solution 
and carbonic acid i that the organic solutions reduce ferric iron 
compounds to soluble ferrous salts, while carbonic acid doe not. 
4. \\'hen a solution of a neutral salt with a strong acid radical 
comes into contact with natural organic colloids, acid is set free 
\\ hich di solves much iron and ilica. 
5. The presence of carbonates impedes the solution of silica and 
iron in natural organic solutions. 
6. Ordinarily the ratio of iron to silica in pe3.t solutions in the 
ab ence of air ( Table I. ) i very similar to the ratio of iron to 
ilica in the undecompo ed minerals. 
The follO\ving conclusions, which are of particular value 111 
the study of lateritic deposit , apply to all dilute acid solutions: 
i· As a general rule, the less silica a silicate contains, the 
g reater ,,·ill be the amount of ilica dissolved by a given amount 
of dilute acid. 
8 . Magnesium alts, in general, accelerate the solution of silica, 
but impede that of iron. 
9. For a similar reason an acid will not extract as much irott 
6 4 Op. cit. 
65 Other experiments by the writer not included in this paper corroborate 
the conclusions. 
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from a mixture of a basic silicate (serpentine) and an iron oxide, 
as from the iron oxide alone. 
PRECIPITATION OF IRON AND SILICA. 
Precipitation of Iron. 
Harder 66 has summarized the precipitation of iron. He says 
that iron may be precipitated as some form of ferric hydroxide, 
as basic sulphate, as normal carbonate, as sulphide, or as silicate. 
The following observation was made on the solutions \\·hich 
contained iron bicarbonate in the experiments recorded on pages 
433 and 434. Three days after the bottles had been opened, all the 
iron was precipitated as hydroxide, though there had been no 
agitation of the solutions. This throws doubt on the assumption 
that iron is carried largely as bicarbonate in surface water:.. 
Spring wafers containing much C02 , however, do carry consider-
able iron as bicarbonate. 
Experiments with Filtered Peat Solutions.-Peat solutions 
which had taken up iron, after they had been filtered, held the 
iron in solution in the absence of air without any tendency to 
precipitation. Even if air had access to the solutions, the precipi-
tation of iron did not begin immediately and did not become 
complete during one year. Bubbling air through a solution for 
twenty-four hours had no visible effect on the solution, and did 
not oxidize the iron. Drying up of a solution produced dark 
brown, shiny, brittle solids. A large part of this solid could be 
di olved again in distilled water. Iron, probably a ferric col-
loidal compound, was present in the material redissolved. The 
addition of clean sand or finely-powdered chalcedony or ortho-
cla e did not accelerate precipitation of iron from any of the 
olutions. 
The following experiments show the influence of the additton 
of carbonate and sulphates: Large test tubes were filled with 
olutions containing iron which had been drawn off from the 
large apparatus shown in Fig. 44. Small amounts of the salts 
66 Harder, E . C., "Iron-depositing Bacteria and their Geol"ogic Relations." 
U. S. Geo!. Survey, Prof. P. llJ, 1919, pp. 64--&f. 
TABLE VII. 
EFFECT OF CARBONATES AND SuLPllAn.s ON PEAT SOLUTIONS CoNTAINt:-H; [11.o'I 1:-; ST<>PPrnrn Borru.s . 
Salts Added to 75 c.c. of Solution to Precipitate the Iron. 
Minerals from 
which Peat I 0.1 g. MgCOa. 0.1 g. caco,. 0.2 g. MgSO,. 0.2 g. Caso •. I 0.2 g. Na,so,. 
Solutions Had 
Dissolved Iron. Kind Amount Kind Amount Kind I Amount Kind Amount Kind Amount a, ,;, J, J, J, 
>. of of ;;- of of ;;- of of >. of of ;;- of of 
"' Pptc. Ppte. Pptc. Ppte. Ppte. Ppte. "' Ppte. Ppte. Pptc. 0 0 0 Ci Ci Pptc. 
1- ---' --- ,-------- - -------
Pyrite .......... 
1
8 FcS Trace• 60 FeS Trace• 30 Fe ox. Incompl. I 8 FcS Trace• 30 FeS Complete 200 FcS Complete 180 FeS Complete 30 FrS Complete 
Hematite . . . . . . . 8 FeS Trace 30 FeS Trace• 
30 FcS Complete 200 FcS Complete 
Magnetite ...... 10± FeS Trace 36 FeS Tracc I 60 FcS Trace I 4 FcS Trace• 5 FcS Trace 
130 
FeS Complete 200 FeS Complete 200 FcS Complete JO FeS Complete JO FeS Complete 
Siclcrite ...... . . 14 Fe ox. Small I 40 Fe ox. Small 14 Fc ox. Large 30 None 
30 Fe ox. Incompl. 180 FeS Complcte JO Fe ox. lncompl. 1200 Fe ox. Very small 
Augite .... 8 Fe ox. Small S White Small 
30 I FcS Complete 200 FeS Complete 
Olivine ... 8 Fe ox. Small 60 None 
30 FcS Complctc ' 200 FcS Complete I ,, F< o• • o<om'' Greenalite ....... 8 Fe ox. Small 30 FcS Completc Glauconite ...... 8 Fe ox. Small 40 FeS Trace 8 Whit<' Small 30 Non<' 
130 FeS Complete 200 FcS 
Complt'lc 200 Fe oi... \'cry small 200 Fl' ox. \'cry small 
I 
•"Trace" means that precipitation is just started. "[ncompl." means that precipitation of iron io incomplete. In every 
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"er add cl. and hat f f th tub were toppered, the othf' · half 
l»ing l ft p 'n exc pt f r cotton plugs to keep out du; , 
targ numb r uch exp riment were performed, tho~e in 
:topp r d tub b ing record d in Table VII. In the tabL the 
mailer number und r "day " indicates the time required for a 
precipitate to b c me noticeable. The second figure sho"" the 
numb r of day before the ample \\"as analyzed. "FeS" means 
that a black precipitate, c ntaining iron and sulphur, formed. " Fe 
ox " tand. for a bro\\ n precipitate containing iron. 
In the open tube 111 ·t olution . on addition of salts, lost most 
f their iron in le . than thirty day , but a few parts per million 
remained in elution. In ome open tubes the iron was precipi-
tated fir ta black ulphide, \ hich changed to brown a little later. 
In tho e ca. e only wa precipitation complete. Magnesium 
carb nate, in the pre ence f air, precipitated the iron incom-













O•ys IY• c • l3~ry for Prc:c/p,"c,,f,'o,,, 
~IG. 45. Precipit~tion dia ra':" ho ·mg approximate tability of iron in so-
lution 1th and ·1thout organic i:natter. Broken lines indicate that iron re-
maining in olutlon a probably m the colloidal tate. 
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3 tr · rts of iron stayed in olution for a lonO' time. This iron 
will t pass through the collodion or parchment dialy er and, 
thcr• · '' " i most probably colloidal. It caanot be detected in 
the ' .tion except after addition of hydrochloric or ome other 
higl1 wnized acid. Calcium carbonate precipitate iron from 
pea ilutions as hydroxide more lowly, and from 4 to part 
of ir • 1 may stay in such olution for many month ( ee Fig. 
45 J· 
\ \ l1cn :\IgC0 3 or CaC03 wa added to a olution (in a top-
pererl bo ttle) which had obtained it iron through the action 
of acid set free by ad orption p. 432), iron ulphide \\a never 
precipitated, but iron hydroxide was precipitated incompletely 
( ee Fig. 45). Two to fa·e part of iron per milli n tayed in 
olution. ince these solutions contained very little or anic mat-
ter, it seem that very minute amounts of it are sufficient to hold 
some iron in solution. The fact that no iron ulphide formed 
in the e solution may be due to the pre ence of too little organic 
matter and the relatively great acidity of the olutions before 
the carbonate wa added. It eems improbable that ulphide-
producing bacteria exi ted in the e acid solution , for they are 
uppo ed to live in neutral or alkaline olution .87 
Probability of the Presence of ulphide-producing Bacteria.-
Certain bacteria 88 produce hydro en ulphide directly from de-
caying or<Yanic matter. Other take oxygen a\ a from ulphate , 
producing ulphide which may react with iron alt to produce 
iron ulphides. It is tated that organic matter reduces sulphate 
to ulphides directly, but thi probabl doe not take place except 
at hi h temperature, a experiment b lien 89 and other 70 have 
hown. 
In the experiment recorded here, no hydrogen ulphide wa 
87 ee culture media cited by Harder, op. cit., pp. 41- 4 . 
1 Harder, E. C., op. cit., pp. 40-4+ 
"Allen, E. T., Cren haw, J. L., and John ton, J .. "The Iineral Sulphides 
of Iron," Am. lour. Sci., 4th er., vol. JJ, 1912, p. 171. 
70 Siebenthal, C. E., "Origin of the Zinc and Lead Depo~it of the Joplin 
Region, Mi ouri, Kan. a , and Oklahoma," U. . Geol. un·e ·, Bull . , 1915, 
p. 62. 
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produced or iron sulphide precipitated in any peat · mtion, unless 
some salt was added, although such solutions ( '1 ~·: ·le I.), after 
having been filtered, stood over a year in the ;,·;).;::nee of ai.r. 
Other experiments were made bearing on this :x·int. Ferne 
ulphate ( o. r gram) \Yas added to peat solutions i11 ·;ealed bottles 
( 500 c.c.). No iron sulphide formed within 5 months. When 
a little solid peat was added to the solutions, no precipitate of 
ulphide formed. imilar results were obtained " ith ferrous 
sulphate. 
If we assume that in the experiments of Table \' II. chemi~a) 
reactions took place without the aid of microorganisms. it is dif-
ficult to understand why many weeks should be necessary in one 
ca e and only a fe\Y days in another to produce the same result 
in similar solutions. 
When peat solution which had been in contact with magnetite 
were treated with different concentrations of the same sulphate, 
it was found that ,0 gram of a sulphate added to 75 c.c. of solu-
tion in a stoppered te t tube usually caused the precipitation of 
black colloidal Fe in about 15 to 30 days. One gram precipi-
tated Fe at the beginnina, but after some time the iron came 
down as brown hydroxide. Two grams seemed to be \Yithout 
any effect whatever on the iron of the solution. The ,niter can 
find no explanation for such behavior due to the concentration. 
except that greater concentration of sulphates may make solution 
toxic for organi m . It seems, then, that microorganisms played 
an important part in the precipitation of the sulphide of iron. 
The black ulphides, if the solutions are exposed to air, are 
oxidized extremely rapidly. 
E.rperiments 011 Replacement of Calcite and Silica by Iron.-
• n~mber ~f experiment were made with peat solutions to find 
out, 1 f po 1ble, the peed of replacement of calcite and silica by 
iron oxide. • ficro copic slide of oolitic limestone, opal, and 
ili~eou '"lite ':'ere put into bottles containing peat solutions 
which had been m contact with iron oxides and contained o,·er 
20 part of iron. The ol t' ' nth 
u ions were renewed once a mo · 
All bottles were kept toppered. 
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\\ th oolitic lime tone, it \\a f und that the cal ite would O'Q 
it it• i '< !ution lowly and would be replaced by a soft dark bro" n 
nJ i.' ill \\ hich the OOlitiC Structure \\'a till \ i ible. n b in<Y 
cir •• · 111 the air, the ma s cracked in many plac . mall recent 
h ' ni calcium carbonate were introduced in the ame manner. 
In t l1rm only the surface ''a coated or replaced by the brown 
ma , In e\·ery ca e the brown ma con iste I of iron and or-
gan·r compound . 
I" one experiment a mixture containing about 200 part p r 
mill ion of iron, and made up half of peat olution and half of 
1\' so H~ o., was u~ed. The hell in thi olution \\as com-
plct<>ly replaced by a very oft dark brown ma which contained 
iron. 
1\ small piece of oft crumbling oolitic lime tone wa treated 
like the micro copic slide . • fter a few month·, black iron sul-
phide with organic matter had formed a thin coating on it. In 
the experiment with tide of opal and iliceou oolite, no chanO' 
could be detected, even after one year. 
Protective C olloids.-The ulphate and chloride are tronO' 
electrolyte and \vould be expected to precipitate the colloidal 
organic matter, but uch precipitation occurred only to a v ry 
minor degree, even after many month of tandin . 
The humu colloid , therefore, eem to belong to the group 
called emul oid or rever ible colloid , which are coa ulated onl. 
very lo\\ly, and who e precipitation i rever ible. 71 uch emul-
oid have the prop rty of exerci ing protective action for u -
pended colloid , even when pre nt in minute am unt . That uch 
protection i afforded by humu c lloid i ugge t d by the fact 
that in the majority of e periment in which black Fe "a 
formed a the end-product of the reaction, thi ulphide appear d 
as colloidal u pen ion and wa not precipitated for many days 
or week , even in the pre ence of electrolyte . It i al o probable 
that the same protective action i re pon ible for the large amount. 
of ilica that can be held in u pen ion by uch humu lution 
as well a the mall amount of iron that could not b precipitat d . 
71 Bancroft, \ . D., op. cit., p. 170. 
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Precipitation of Silica. 
It was formerly believed that silica was carried in solution as 
alkaline silicate and that on separation from the alkali the silica 
was precipitated,72 but it is now held that silicates are hydrolyzed 
and that silica is carried as colloid in dilute natural solutions.73 
As a colloid, silica usually carries a negative charge,74 but 
under certain conditions the charge is positive. According to 
Zsigmondy,75 silica in solutions with less than one per cent. of 
i02 is sometimes stable for years, and is coagulated immediately 
by relatively few electrolytes. Taylor 76 states that colloidal silica 
i positively charged in acid solutions, and negatively in alkaline 
or very feebly acid solutions. A definite concentration of an 
electrolyte is necessary for precipitation. An excess or insuf-
ficient amount of the electrolyte is usually ineffective, or causes 
only partial precipitation. 
Dean,77 in recent experiments, found that dialyzed silica would 
not be precipitated from a solution containing only CaCOs, but 
that it would coagulate quickly if C02 was bubbled through to form 
the bicarbonate of calcium. W. A. Tarr 78 observed that silica 
as sodium silicate in dilute solutions was precipitated by sea 
water. Lovering 79 treated a dialyzed solution of silica with car-
bon dioxide and obtained a precipitate of silica. The writer took 
one of his own solutions in which N /50 sulphuric acid had acted 
72 Dienert, M. F., "Etude de la dissolution des elements constituant !es sable~ 
alluvionnaires par Jes eaux souterraines," Bull'. Soc. Chem., 4th ser., vol. 13, 
1913, pp. 381- 394. 
73 Kahlenberg, L., and Lincoln, A. T., "Solutions of Silicates of the Al-
kalies," lour. Phys. Chem., vol. 2, 1898, p. 90. 
For other references see: 
Leuher, V., and Merrill, H. B., "The Solubility of Silica," J oitr. Am. Chem. 
Soc., vol. 39, 1917, p. 2630. 
74 Z igmondy, R., op. cit., p. 211. 
75 Op. cit., p. 2u. 
76 Taylor, W. W., "The Chemistry of Colloids and Some Technical' Appli-
cations," ew York, 1915. 
07 Dean, R. S., "Formation of Missouri Cherts," Am. J oitr. Sci., vol. 45 
1918, p. 413. 
78 T W A " 0 . . f Ch " 
_9 arr, . · ·• ~1g1n o ert, Am. J oitr. Sci., vol. 44, 1917, p. 409· 
' Unpublished thes1 , Univ. of Minnesota. 
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1>11 serpentine and which contained 120 parts of Si02 per million, 
and added just enough sodium carbonate to make the solutio11 
slightly alkaline. All the silica coagulated immediately. If no 
carbonates were added to these sulphuric acid solutions, silica was 
not observed to coagulate during the time of observation (nine 
months ). If a number of these acid solutions with silica derived 
from various minerals \Vere poured into one container, no ilica 
was precipitated, though the solutions differed widely in com-
position. They had one point in common, however-all were 
acid. 
It seems, then, that silica in dilute solutions is precipitated only 
when its charge is neutralized, or changed to the charge opposite 
to that which it had. It would not be likely, therefore, that an 
acid solution would lose its silica on meeting another slightly acid 
solution. 
Experiments 'u.;ith Filtered Peat Solutions.-To a peat solution 
( 500 c.c.) that had been in contact with greenstone and contained 
68.o parts of Si02 and 15.3 of Fe per million was added 0 gram 
of MgC03 • The solution was kept out of contact with air. 
After one month 52.0 parts of Si02 and 8.1 of Fe had been pre-
cipitated. A sample of the original solution without MgC03 
remained unchanged. 
The same procedure was followed with a solution from olivine 
containing 106.0 parts of Si02 and 9.2 of Fe ( ratio l l : l). A f-
ter one month, 45.0 parts of Si02 and 3-4 of Fe ( ratio 13: l) 
were still in solution. 
In a similar experiment with a olution from erpentine con-
taining 83.0 parts of Si02 and 4.0 of Fe (ratio 21: l), after 30 
days 59.0 part of Si02 and 2.5 part of iron (ratio 24: r) re-
mained in solution. The slowness and incompletene of the 
precipitation of silica, as well as that of iron in the e three experi-
ments, is significant. 
The following experiments show that ilica is not precipitated 
by electrolyte of sea water nor some of the other common elec-
trolytes, even if iron contained in the ame olution is precipi-
tated as sulphide. 
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T f 1 t. f t'fi · 1 sea ,,·ater· '' hich had o 1,000 c.c. o a sou ion o ar 11c1a 
been in contact ·with peat and greenstone (p. 433 ) were added 
1,000 c.c. of peat solution from olivine (Table I. ). The mixed 
solution, which was kept in a stoppered vessel, contained 124 
parts of Si02 and 133 of Fe per million. Within a day the solu-
tion became turbid and a black colloidal iron sulphide slowly 
formed. It did not coagulate entirely within forty days. After 
that time the solution \\'aS filtered. The precipitate contained 
only black FeS and organic material. After '.2 more months the 
solution had become clear. An analysis showed that no silica 
whatever had been precipitated. 
When 250 c.c. of peat solution from oli vine ( ro6.o Si02, 9.0 
Fe) were mixed with 250 c.c. of "artificial" sea water (p. 433) • 
no precipitate \VaS produced within Several months. 
In the following four experiments, the filtered solutions were 
from the peat solution in contact with serpentine, and contained 
83.0 parts of Si02 and 4.0 of Fe per million. 
I. 250 c.c. of solution \\·ere mixed with 250 c.c. of artificial 
sea \\'ater. No precipitate occurred in 4 months. For the first 
two months the vessel. was stoppered. 
2. To 400 c.c. of solution I c.c. of concentrated H 2SO. was 
added. After two weeks the solution still contained all its silica. 
Hydrochloric acid acted the same way. 
3· Carbon dioxide was bubbled throuo-h the solution for 30 
. h 
minutes. No precipitate formed during two weeks, the time of 
observation. 
4· Three grams of pure white kaolinite were added to 300 c.c. 
of solution in a closed bottle, which was agitated a few times. 
After 16 days most of the iron had been precipitated. Of 83 
parts of Si02 13.5 were still in solution. 
Conclusions. 
Precipitation of Iron from Organic Solutions: 
. I. In the presence of air, iron is precipitated exceedingly slowly, 
1 f at all. 
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-~ The addition of sand, crushed chalcedony, or orthoclase does 
not accelerate precipitation noticeably. 
3. The addition of carbonates of alkalies and alkaline earth 
n 1etals to a solution exposed to air causes incomplete precipitation 
of iron as hydroxide. In the absence of air, similar reactions 
occur, but often iron sulphide is precipitated instead. 
4. Sulphates of alkalies and alkaline earth metals added to a 
solution in the presence of air may first cause precipitation of a 
sulphide which changes to a hydroxide, or may precipitate the 
hydroxide directly. In the absence of air, the iron ,is precipitated 
by these sulphates, either as a sulphide when precipitation of 
iron is complete, or as hydroxide when precipitation is incomplete. 
\\'hen the amount of sulphate exceeds a certain limit, no precipi-
tation as sulphide occurs. 
5. At Io,,· temperature organic matter alone does not reduce 
ferrous or ferric salts to iron sulphide. Bacteria seem to be 
necessary. 
6. From natural organic solutions iron is usually not completely 
precipitated as hydroxide. From 2 to 8 parts per million remain 
in solution (see diagram, F ig. 45 ) . 
T hese amounts are in agreement with those found in river 
waters containing organic matter. As iron, with the possible 
exception of a fraction of one part per million, is precipitated 
from surface waters unless organic matter is present, it is highly 
probable that larger amounts are carried as organic colloids or 
2dsorbed by organic colloids, and not as bicarbonate. 
Precipitation of Silica.-Colloidal silica in inorganic solutions 
and natural organic solution behaves differently. 
In inorganic solutions silica is relatively unstable and therefore 
easily precipitated by certain electrolytes and colloids with an 
opposite charge. Carbonic acid, carbonates of the alkalies, and 
bicarbonate of the alkaline earth metals seem to be among the 
mo t efficient precipitants. It depends on the initial charge of the 
colloids of silica which electrolyte will act. Silica with a pos1-
ti\·e charge is easily precipitated by an electrolyte which neutral-
izes the charge or gives the colloid a negative charge, provided 
... 
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that the solution is of the proper concentration. T he reverse 
also takes place. 
In natural organic solutions which contain protective colloids, 
silica follows the same laws, but on account of the protection af-
forded by the organic colloids, it is precipitated much more slowly, 
and apparently incompletely, in some cases. Electrolytes, such as 
the salts of sea water, seem to be ineffective as precipitants. The 
formation of colloidal iron sulphide does not cause precipitation 
of silica. 
ORIG! OF THE BIWABIK FORMATION. 
Previous Views on the Origin. 80 
H. V. Winchell 81 in 1892 concluded that the iron formation 
consists of chemical and mechanical oceanic deposits. N. H. 
Winchell 82 in 1899 accepted Spurr's 83 hypothesis that the iron 
formation was a glauconite-like formation, but later he 84 proposed 
that the greenalite resulted from a volcanic sand. Leith 5 objects 
to Spurr's glauconite hypothesis (seep. 417) and thinks that col-
loidal silica may have combined with ferrous iron to form greena-
lite. He concludes: " ... that the greenalite granules may pos-
sibly have developed directly from the abstraction, through the 
agency of organisms of iron from solution in sea water, whence 
it was contributed from adjacent land areas .... " 
an Hise and Leith 86 in 191 I concluded that all the important 
Lake uperior iron-bearing formations are very similar in origin. 
They believe that a very large part of the iron and silica was con-
tributed to the ocean directly, either by magmatic emanations 
from igneous rocks (probably poured out on the ocean floor), or 
° For older literature see Leith, C. K., op. cit., p. 31. 
1 Op. cit., pp. 138--146. 
2 Winchell, . H., "The Geology of Minnesota," Geo!. Nat. Hist. Surv. 
finn., Final Rept., vol. 4, 1899, p. 359. 
"
8 Op. cit., p. 242. 
84 Winchell, · H., " Structural and Petrographic Geology of Minnesota," 
Geo!. at. Hist. Surv. Minn., Final Rept., vol. 5, 1900, pp. 990 and 997. 
6 Op. cit., pp. 242, 254, and 257. 
8.Va~ Hise, C. R., and Leith, C. K., "The Geology of the Lake Superior 
Region, U. S. Geo!. Survey, Mon. 52, 19II, p. 499. 
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by rari<l lkcomposi tion of basic igneou rock , due to their con-
tact. while hot with sea water. Van Hise and Leith, however, 
think that considerable portions of the iron and silica may have 
been deriYed from the land by processes of ordinary weathering. 
\ \'olff '; believes that the bulk of the iron oxides in the Biwabik 
formation are in the same "chemical state" now as that in which 
they \\ere laid down, and that greenalite wa relatively unim-
portant as original mineral. Grout and Broderick 88 advocate the 
hypothesis of the deposition of the ferruginous chert , "with 
more or less siderite, ferric oxide, and greenalite " in shallow 
water, mainly by organic agencies. 
Possibility of Direct Contribution of Silica and 
Iron from Magma. 
Association of Lavas with Chert.-Van Hise and Leith 0 based 
thei r argument, that probably the greater part of the silica and 
iron of the iron-bearing f~rmations had been contributed directly 
from the magma or from hot lavas poured out on the ocean floor, 
on the frequent association of basic igneous flows with chert and 
ja per. Their best evidence seems to be the disco\'ery, near Hud-
son Bay, of chert and jasper grading into ba alt of Algonkian 
age. Leith 00 ays that this jasper must have been depo ited 
"under conditions differing radically" from tho e observed today. 
In California radiolarian cherts are a ociated with ba alt , 
some of which are spheroidal and ellipsoidal.91 Geikie 92 mention 
a number of occurrences of pillow Javas and interstratified cherts. 
Of the chert of the Lower ilurian (Arenig group) of cotland 
he say : 98 
87 Op. cit., pp. 233-235. 
88 Op. cit., p. 46. 
89 Op. cit., p. 499. 
00 Op. cit. , EcoN. Gro1,., vol. 5, 1910, p. 242. 
91 Ransome, F. L ., "The Eruptive Rock of Point Bonita," BuU. Dept. Geot. 
Univ. California, vol. 1, 1893, p. 109. 
Lawson, A. C., "Sketch of the Geology of the an Francisco Penin ula," 
15th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geo!. Surv., 1895, p. 420. 
92 Geikie, A.," The Ancient Vokanoe of Great Britain," London, 1897, vols. 
I and 2. 
93 Op. cit., vot. 1, p. 198. 
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It thus appears that during the volcanic activity there must have be~n 
intervals of such quiescence, and such slow, tranquil sedimentation 10 
clear, perhaps moderately deep water, that a true radiolarian o~ze 
gathered over the seabottom .... Thus the great depth of strata which 
elsewhere constitute the Upper Arenig and Lower and Middle Lland~ilo 
subdivisions is here represented by only some 6o or 70 feet of radiolanan 
-:herts. 
It has recently been pointed out by Davis 9 4 that pillow lav~s 
are also intrusive, and not necessarily submarine flows. Davis 
presents many arguments in favor of and against the direct con-
tribution theory of silica. Dewey and Fleet 95 believe that pillow 
lavas are usually accompanied by radiolarian cherts, and that the 
silica of the cherts was derived directly from the magma. 
criYenor,96 on the other hand, does not think that this hypoth-
e i i applicable to many East Indian cherts which are probably 
algal cherts, but lays stress on the removal of silica by tropical 
weathering. 
Magmatic Springs or Submarine Lava Flows Possible Source 
of Silica.-!£ direct contribution of silica from the magma is 
assumed, the present writer favors the hypothesis of the deriva-
tion of silica from hot submarine lava flows rather than from 
magmatic springs, for two reasons : 
I. If we assume a siliceous water with r,ooo parts of SiO~ 
per million (a much more concentrated solution than those of 
geysers), over 524,000 cubic miles of solution vvould have been 
necessary to transport the silica of the Biwabik formation (of 
1
.0,000 quare miles area and 330 feet thickness) . Such a quan-
tity would cover an area of the size of the United States to a 
depth of 900 feet. The magma which could furnish so much 
aqueous solution would probably have to be 20 to 40 times 
524,000 cubic miles in volume,97 the equivalent of a cone with an 
ut Op. cit., p. 404. 
0 $ Op. cit., p. 244. 
98 Scrivenor, J. B., "Radiolaria-bearing Rocks of the East Indies," Geol . 
.\fag., vol. 49, 1912, p. 247. 
97 Gautier's figures for the amount of combined water in granite are about 
2
·? to J.O per cent. in" The Genesis of Thermat Waters and Their Connection 
:th Volcanism," abstract by F. L. Ransome in EcoN. GEOL., vol. I , 1!)06, P· 
vyl. 
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altit11<k l<1ual to the radius of the earth, and a base 10,000 square 
miles i11 area. 
2. < )11 the other hand, if \\·e imagine hot lavas poured out on 
the ocean floor, there must have been tremendous chemical reaL· 
tion and physical di integration. Disintegration would not con-
tribute colloidal silica directly to the water; but diatoms (and 
probabl: other organisms ), as has been shown by Murray and 
I n ·ine, '" can abstract silica from detrital material. 
The chief objection to the theory of contribution of ilica to 
the sea by hot la\·a , in the ca e of the Biwabik and Gunflint forma-
tion , is that contemporaneous igneous rock ha\·e not been found 
\\ ithin a considerable distance. Van Hi e and Leith 99 noted 
this, and thought that the remarkable uni form character of the 
Diwabik and Gunflint formations was possibly due to their di -
tance from contemporaneous igneous activity. :\everthele , the 
iron-bearing formation of the Gogebic Ranrre,1°0 which was in 
o r near the area of igneous activity, i much like that of the Bi-
\\·abik. The iron-bearino- formation of Hudson Bay 101 and the 
Belcher I lands,!02 in which basalts occur \\·ith the sediment , is 
al o \·ery similar to the Biwabik formation. 
Contribution of Iron from Hof S prings.-The evidence seem 
to how that iron and ilica in the ratio found in the Biwabik 
formation cannot be carried in any but very weak solution . 
Clarke 103 cites many analy es of spring water high in silica and 
other high in iron, but no water high in both. s a matter of 
fact, the e two elements eem to be mutually exclusi\·e except in 
weak solution . In acid waters which are high in iron, aluminum 
. eem to be equally or more abundant, but thi element is only 
sparingly pre ent in the iron formation. ilica is pre ent to only 
a \·ery minor degree in the more acid waters, a would be expected 
98 Op. cit .. p. 245. 
99 Op. cit., p. 517. 
100 Hotchkiss, W. 0., "Geology of the Gogebic Range and its Relation to:• 
Recent Mining Developments," Eng. and Min. lour., vol. lo8, 1919, p. 5or. 
1
"
1 Leith, C. K., "An Algonkian Basin in Hudson Bay." EcoN. GroL., vol. 5. 
1910, p. 227. 
102 Moore, E. S., op. cit. 
103 Op. cit., pp. 174-195. 
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and as has been demonstrated by many experiments.1 o-1 I t is dif· 
ficult to conceive of an acid ocean or even of an acid large inland 
sea. The acidity would quickly be reduced by the presence of 
many base-forming elements in the rocks, and unless the acidit~ 
were reduced temporarily or periodically, no iron could be precipi· 
tated. Of course, we could imagine acidity around the submarine 
hot springs and neutralizing conditions at some distance, where 
deposition occurred. Even then the probable presence of much 
aluminum and other metals in the solutions and the small amounts 
of silica would probably preclude the precipitation o f f erruginous 
chert. 
olutions charged with carbonic acid can carry iron and silica 
(p. 433 ) . Iron as bicarbonate could be present in such cold solu-
tions to the extent of 100-150 parts per million,105 if other salts 
were absent. Their presence as bicarbonates necessarily would 
repress the solubility of iron.106 In hot solutions bicarbonates 
can exist only when pressure prevents the escape of carbon 
dioxide. It is obvious that this eras >vould have been expelled as ~ . 
soon as the solutions reached an open, probably shallow basin. 
Iron would have been precipitated immediately. Even if only a 
part of the carbon dioxide had escaped, from either hot or cold 
solutions, it would have resulted in the formation of normal car· 
bonates like those of sodium 101 and magnesium. These are alka-
line to\ ard litmus, and precipitate iron from solution. It prob· 
ably would have necessitated special currents in the sea to carry 
the e precipitates a hundred or more miles. 
Assuming that a bicarbonate solution with 100 parts of iron 
per million ( which would require 300 parts of Si02 to be in the 
ratio of iron to silica in the cherts-more silica than probably 
can be held in such solution except under great pressure ), we 
find that it would take about 630,000 cubic miles of solution to 
104 Leuhn er, V ., and Merrill, H . B., "The Solubility of Silica," l ottr. A1ll· 
Che m. Soc., vol. 39, 1907, p. 2630. 
105 Smith H . J., "On the Equilibrium in the System : 'Ferrous Carbonate, 
88Carbon Dioxide and \Yater,'" lour. Atn. Chem. So c., vol". 40, 1918, pp. 879"" 5. 
10s Repre ion of solubility by a common ion. 
107 Smith, Alex. , " General Chemi try ~or Colleges," ew York, 1920, P· 462· 
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furni ~h as much iron as is assumed to be in the Biwabik fonna-
tion. .\1, :irea the size of the United States could be covered with 
th is \ olume to a depth of over 1,000 feet. It does not appear 
probable that so much aqueous solution could come from a limited 
area. 
Dcri<·ation of Iron from Hot Lavas.-Van Hise and Leith 108 
heated fresh basalt to 1 ,200° C. and then plunged the mass into 
salt water. The violent reaction ensuino- produced principally 
sodium silicate, but relatively little iron. They say that "the 
experiment does not seem to suggest an adequate source for the 
iron in this reaction." Igneous rocks in hot or cold water react 
alkaline, 1 09 for potassium and sodium silicates ( water-glas ) are 
strongly alkaline. Therefore, it seems improbable that much 
iron will go into solution when hot lavas come into contact with 
sea water, eYen if some hydrochloric acid should be formed in the 
reac ti on of hot lava \Yith sea \Yater. A little iron may haYe been 
in the colloidal state, or adsorbed by the colloidal ilica formed 
in uch a reaction. It is probable that colloidal or adsorbed iron 
gi ,·es to jasper the red or bro\Yn color, but this coloring, if due to 
colloids, could also be formed in other ways. 
Attention is called by Van Hise and Leith 110 to the as ociation 
of ba alts and iron-stone in Great Britain. The e clay-iron-stone 
ore are usually associated with coal beds or vegetable remain .111 
ome of them show that molluscan life flourished on the pot at 
the time of formation. Geologi ts generally have not hesitated 
to connect the origin of these iron ore with the decompo ition 
of rocks by weathering. It is probable, however, that porou , 
fresh basalt and tuffs on land furnished a con iderable portion 
of the iron by their rapid decomposition, e pecially in the pre ence 
of abundant plant life. Chert does not occur to any extent with 
clay-iron-stone and as ociated ba alt. 
108 Op. ~it., p. 516. 
i oo Clarke, F. W ., op. cit., p. 475. 
Cu hman, A. S., "The Effect of \Vater on Rock Powders," U. S. Dep'.. 
Agr., Bur. Chemi try, Bull. 921 1905, p. 9. 
110 Op. cit., pp. 5o8-509. 
ui Geikie, A., op. cit., vol. 2, p. 204; vol. l, p. 181. 
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Co111bi11atio11 of Iron 'l•-ith ilica.-J\ greenali1 t·-l :_. ·ub tance 
ha. b n pr uced in the lab rator · by an Il i ._~ ·1 'cl Leith.m 
Th } tat that ·1 li cic acid and a ferr u alt in tht .bsence of 
air produc n pr cipitat , but that " ferrou ulphalt reacts di-
r ctl. "ith oluti on f ·ilicat s of th alkalies,' for "i ng a pre-
cipitate of ~ilicat • . imilar to gre nalite. 
In dilut olution ·ilica pr bably doe not exist as alkali iii-
cat , but a c II idal ilica.111 Ther for it hould not react with 
f rr u. salt in th ab. nee f air to form a ferrous ilicate. 
lubl magn ium salt!'., '' hich are pl nti ful in the o-:ean. hould 
al b . pect d t f rm in. olubl ilicate with alkali si licate if 
iron silt. clid. 111 Yet nly 3 t ~ p ·r c nt. of magne ia are com· 
bin cl with th r nalit . It i pr ah!'. ther f()re, that in dilute 
luti complicated tha11 tho, e of simple 
d 1bl imilar to ad orrtion. 
11 cat/i,ri11g 11ggest d ar tlic ource Of Iron. 
irar111 and H 11111id Ii mat r cce sary.-U nder certain condi-
tion . ot 1gn u r k , iron Gxide remain in 
plac a mo t able r idual con lituent . Unde1 
th r c nditi n part of th ir n i carried awa . thoucrh this re· 
' I h 
mo,·al may n t k p J ac '' ith the ab traction of the more oluble 
con titu nt of the rock .11 an Hi e 111 give a table on ro~k 
d c mpo ition in \ ·hich the lo of Fe2 a compared with L20s 
a z ro \an b l\\ n ·i per cent. and - ~.+ per cent. In 
humid r gion th I of iron i much reater than in arid one 
In tr pica! countrie decompo ition of rock i extremelv rapid 
and xt ml to reat depth, ometime a deep as 200 ·to 3 
112 Op. cit •• p. 521. 
ua Kahl nbtr . L., and Lincoln, .\. T., op. cit., p. !19. 
tu an Hi e and Leith, op. cit., p. 521. 
• u • fcrriH, G. P., "Rock•, Rock- ·eathering and oil ," • r ew York, 191 
pp. 197-211 
Leith, . K., and , !cad, \: . F., ". Ietamorphic Geology," • • e\ y 01 k, 191; 
pp. 1-2+ 
tu Van Hi , C. R~ "A Treati e on Ietamorphi m," u. Geo!. ur-
• { nosiraph, 1904, p. 515. 
ORJ<,/.' Of· .HWl\/l:N'J J/\l' II O.V 1·01\ f.JJ JO.·.. .-\ 
fr( Brann •r 11 tat that in th f r t·CO\ red p rti 11 oi 
f.tJ •11 cl cay i. gr •at ·r than in th part d ' id of d ·n ,. ·ta-
11 J:i. f) comp ·ition, h w ., ·r. i n t limit cl to any partin1lar 
r• •ion. rgani acid ar imp rtant ia ·tor in the cl ompo i· 
ti". accorclinrr to I rann r. 'ncl •r u ·h cinun1 tan . iron i 
·1 tcr carri cl away r i ac ·umulat I a lat •rite d ·1>0 it In 
man~ pla · · the lat rit •. probably r pr ·nt only a mall I rt oi 
the iron from the d compo ·cl r ·k ·. :\lan) analy ho\\ that. 
un le r the .am c ndition · of lat ·rization. titanium id and 
al tmina ar mu h rnor tab! than iron o icl . Th c nclition 
have b n d . ribcd a. follo\\ : m 
I. Alt ·rnating "et and dry ·a on 
2. Tropical h at '' ith c ncomitant abundant ' h tati n. 
to th imp rtanc of abundant ' g talion th r ha b 11 
m dba~r · ·m nt. Holm tat that organic gro" th i 
u ually ab nt "h r lat riti cl po it o cur. and implic that 
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It seems to the present writer, then, that no hard iron oxide 
crust could form near the surface, if really dry seasons do not 
exist. This seems to be borne out by the fact that areas which 
are relatively small, compared with the great basins of many 
tropical rivers, are only covered by lateritic deposits. Most of 
the iron must, therefore, be removed in some form or other by 
the surface and ground-waters, probably with the aid of organic 
solutions. 
Iron and Silica Carried by Waters Rich in Organic Matter. 
Attention was called to the large amount of silica and iron 
carried by rivers rich in organic matter ( p. 42 r). The following 
analyse of the waters of the Amazon River and its tributaries 
ha\·e been taken from Katzer 123 and recalculated to parts per mil-
lion 1 
TABLE VIII. 
ANALYSES OF WATER FROM AMAZON RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES. 
(Parts per Million.) 
-
::: ~ ui 
' :i d d 
'"' e :i 0 0 0 i:: ... .. -~ 
"' 
N N cd ·c () i:: c:. ro ro ... ·- lll ~ ro E E d': E 
:::s ... < < 
--
------
--Si02 ............ ............. 9-4 I2.2 8.8 19.2 9.6 9.2 A!,O, + Fe,o •..... .......... 3.6 6.2 9.5 6.6 3.9 2.8 Organic matter 
Total solids at ~ ~~.; .... ~ ~ : : : : : : : : 5.7 8.Q 6.3 .5.8 I I.8 12.2 39.0 54.5 59.7 52.6 57.2 50.5 
uspended organic matter .... . .. 37.2 61.4 I00.8 96.7 56.3 62.8 
uspended inorganic matter ..... 63.2 135.2 III.2 99.6 3r.2 28.4 
-
'~ ... 










Fiuures for CaO, MgO, K20, and Na20 have been omitted. 
Lime is the only constituent which is abundant besides silica and 
. b t iron. 1203 and Fe20a were not separated in the analyses, u 
there is little doubt that most of the "Al20 3 + Fe20 3" is iron 
oxide. This appears very pwbable when these analyses are 
123 Katzer F " G d ·· d 
. . • ., run zuge er Geologie des unteren 
Le1pz1g, 1903, p. 45. 
Amazonasgebietes,'' 
124 A R. 12~ mazon ~ver at Obidos at a depth of 26 m. 
Amazon River at Obidos at a depth of o.5 m. 
d 
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cornµar ed 11 i th those of other South American and tropical streams 
in which iron is almost always greatly in excess over aluminum. 
These a11alyses seem to be in accord with experimental evidence 
of the 1uiter (p. 445), in which it was shown that iron up to 8.5 
parts per million was exceedingly stable in organic solutions. A 
similar agreement is found between the amount of silica held by 
the tropical rivers, and that contained in the organic peat solutions 
of the laboratory. 
According to Katzer, 1 2 6 the Amazon River normally has a flow 
of 120,000 cubic meters per second, 200 miles from its mouth. 
During flood time this volume may increase several fold. If an 
.average of three parts of iron per million is assumed for the water 
( which would be in keeping with the analyses ) , the Amazon 
River in 176,000 years could carry 1,940,000 million metric tons 
of iron to the sea-the amount assumed for the Biwabik forma-
tion (p. 413 ) . The amount of silica carried would be corre-
spondingly large. 
In a basin the size of that of the Amazon River, the iron from 
rock of a thickness of only a few feet would be needed to furnish 
the stated amount. We may postulate conditions assumed by 
others 127- many fresh basalt flows and tuffs on land, possibly 
with much pyrite like that in the greenstone of the Lake Superior 
region. Under such conditions enough iron could be dissolved 
from a much smaller area than the Amazon Basin without there 
being decomposition to a greater depth than is common. 
The following additional reasons favor the hypothesis that iron 
~nd silica were derived from land and transported by rivers rich 
m organic matter: 
I. A steady supply of material over a long period would be 
assured by such a source. 
2. o abnormally acid or basic solutions would have been 
necessary to carry the salts of iron and silica to their places of 
deposition without suffering premature precipitation. 
3· Carbon dioxide, derived from the oxidation of organic mat-
128 Op. cit., p. 38. 
127 Van Hise and Leith, op. cit., pp. 512 a11d 514. 
/ 
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. ter on the sea floor, could prevent the deposition of calcium and 
magnesium carbonate to a certain extent by the formation of 
soluble bicarbonates. 
4. The average sedimentary rock contains less magnesia and 
more lime than the igneous rock from which it is derived.128 
The Biwabik formation contains more magnesia than lime. Ex· 
periments dealing with adsorption by organic and inorganic mat-
ter seem to show that magnesia is adsorbed more rapidly than 
and probably in preference to lime. Moreover, the great abun-
dance of ferromagnesian minerals, whether igneous or meta-
morphic, suggests a closer relationship between iron and magne-
sium than between iron and calcium. 
5. If we consider rivers rich in organic matter as the transport-
ing agency, it does not seem necessary to account for anything 
except the lack of lime in the iron formation. There is no reason 
why calcium and the larger part of magnesium carried to the sea 
by such rivers could not have been deposited in a different, prob-
ably a deeper, part of the ocean. The occurrence of almost pure 
limestone certainly proves that there has been separation of the 
constituents of river waters. Moreover, there exists a gradation 
between iron-bearing formation and carbonate rocks on the Gun-
flint Range and the east end of the Gogebic Range.129 
6. The Biwabik and Gunflint formations show no signs of 
volcanic disturbance, either sudden uplift or sinking of the sea 
floor during sedimentation. A slow steady subsidence probably 
took place. If great volcanic activity had occurred within a 
hundred miles, some indications might be expected in the struc-
ture of the sediments. 
7. Lavas were extruded during Keewatin time in greater quan-
tities than during any succeeding period, yet the greatest develop· 
ment of iron-bearing formations occurred during the Upper 
Huronian. This suggests, at least, that these lavas were the 
sou.rce of iron-bearing sediments not so much during the time of 
their extrusion, as during their exposure to weathering much 
later. 
128 Leith and Mead, op. cit., p. 84. 
12e y H ' d L. 
an 1se an e1th, op. cit., p. 515. 
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8. There exist large iron-bearing formations which are not as-
sociated \\ ith larger masses of contemporaneous basic igneou:, 
rocks. The pre-Cambrian ( ?) Itabira formation of Minas Ge-
rae , Brazil, is such a primary sediment. 130 Harder and Chamber-
lin express the opinion that bacteria may have caused the 
precipitation of the iron oxide in it. 
0 rganic and Chemical Precipitation. 
The existence of iron bacteria and alg;e at the time of deposi-
tion of and in the Bi\Yabik formation makes organic precipitation 
highly probable. Drew 131 has shown the importance of bacilli 
in organic precipitation of limestone. Alg<e, radiolaria, and 
diatoms cause the deposition of silica.132 Iron bacteria, as shown 
by Harder. are some of the most efficient precipitating agents of 
iron. According to him 133 and to Ellis,134 all traces of iron bac-
teria may easily become altered beyond recognition. Mum-
ford 13.5 believes that a certain type of bacillus can precipitate iron 
under anaerobic conditions, when some of the precipitate will be-
come partially reduced to the ferrous state (not sulphide). It 
this is the case, it might offer an explanation for the occurrence 
of a part of the ferrous iron. Though iron bacteria of the higher 
type haYe not been found in sea water, this does not preclude their 
existence there. either are we sure that the Biwabik formation 
was deposited in sea water. 
Bacterial action, however, does not mean that inorganic proc-
esses did not take part in the precipitation of iron and silica. 
Temporary conditions may be imagined under which alg;e and 
130 Leith, C. K., and Harder, E. C., "The Hematite Ores of Brazil and a 
Comparison with the Hematite Ores of Lake Superior," EcoN. GroL., vol. 6, 
19II, p. 670. 
Harder, E . C., and Chamberlin, R. T., "The Geology of Central Missas 
Geraes, Brazil," J our. Geol., vol. 23, 1915, p. 403. 
131 Op. cit. 
132 Murray, J., and Irvine, R. , op. cit., p. 245. 
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bacteria could not thrive. For example, it is probahk ·hat cer-
tain alg<e become extinct with the disappearance o f ci 1r water, 
as is indicated by the vanishing of the algal struct tF<2s in the 
Upper Cherty division we t of Hibbing, where they c.tcr hori-
zons with abundant slate layers inter tratified With the ,:herts. 
pecial conditions are required for the separation of mechan-
ical sediments from chemically dis olved or colloidal matter. 
Thi eparation must depend on physioo-raphic Conditions similar 
to tho e for the formation of o-lauconite of Which Murray and 
Renard 136 ay that it is found "mo t characteristicallv on the 
continental slopes of high and bold coast wh~te curre;1ts from 
different sources alternate ,,·ith the ea on. ' 
Alterations of Origi11al S edimen1 ~ 
Grout and Broderick 13> have emphasized c~ttain changes of 
oxidation and re- olution which ~r~bably took Jllace during dep-
o ition. T he writer observed 11111lar phenomena. In F ig. 46 
FIG. 46. ketch howing deformation and breaking of a 11 1 t rk 1 er 
atural size. ense s a e- i e ay . 
one i illustrated. hard laty layer has buck\~d and broken in 
everal places. uch breaking may have given rise to intraforma-
tional conglomerate. Fig. 42 eem to prove that solution went 
on at the urface .of carbonate pr~cipitate , prodticing the stylolitic 
urface upon which late was laid down-_ Probably most of the 
organic matter in the precipitate , while till at oi: near the surface, 
\Ya oxidized to carbon dioxide. This could have caused local re-
. olution of iron which wa then re-de po ited unller different con-
dition . uch a proce may have led to the fortnation of irreau-
lar band of iron oxides and carbonate (page 4r t), which do ~ot 
138 Op. cit., p. 234. 
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~t'<'lll at all relate<l to riginal edimentati n. :\Jany other r ac· 
ti on· probably occurred at that tim . 
. \mphibole · and magnetite were formed, on deep burial f the 
iormation. The ferru,,.inou chert are the re ult of thi meta-
1r urphisrn.18 
CO CLU IO •. 
F rom the foregoing di cu ion , the following conclu ion may 
be reached : During pper Huronian time there exi ted large 
land area in North merica which were covered largely with 
g-reen~tone and basalts. It i probable that fre h extru ive rock 
and Yolcanic tuff and a h were depo ited on part of the land, a 
well a' in the ea ba in then exi ting. The climate of the con-
tinent wa humid and probably tropical or ub-tropical. egeta-
tion of a low form wa abundant, and aided in the rapid decay of 
the rock . nder the e condition iron, which u ually i one 
of the mo t stable element in weathering, went into olution to 
a large extent, but only in water with organic colloid wa it 
table for any len th of time in the zone f oxidation. ilica 
wa al o di olved n a large cale. Both iron and ilica wer 
carried to the ea by river rich in organic matter. 
\\ hether thi \\a a large inland ea r the ean i a matter of 
c;peculation. There i little to indicate that the iron-bearin,,. chert 
c uld not have been precipitated in fre h water. The u pended 
material carried by the river \\a dep ited probably in delta . 
whit the table c lloid of iron and ilica were carried by cur-
rent t place of hallow and clear \ ater. nly und r e. cep-
tional c nditi n did mechanically u pende<l material reach 
the place and b come depo ited a late. u h xceptional 
condition may ha\·e been unu ually larg- fl , and temporary 
change in the coa t line . 
The precipitation o f ilica, iron, and part of th rganic col-
loid · \\a cau ed chiefly by alg. and bacteria. '' hich u d th 
r anic matter for their Ii fe pr e e and the in rganic ilica or 
ir n for the building f their cell r heath . It i al pr babl 
that inorganic reacti n cau ed much colloidal . ilica, ir n, and 
11 Gruner, ]. '\i ., op. cit., p. IJ. 
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organic matter to be precipitated. By adsorption some of these 
colloids partly united to form indefinite amorphous iron silicates. 
These may have been ferrous silicates from the beginning, or may 
have been ferric at first. Iron hydroxides and silica probably 
did not form ilicate at many places. One reason may have 
been that the iron was not of the proper valence or condition to 
make a silicate. 
larae part of the colloidal precipitates assumed the shapes 
of oolites, differing, however, from typical ones in their internal 
tructure. In many places the granules thus formed seem to 
be made up of groups of cells; this suggests algre or similar 
plant . It i thought improbable that all of the granules show~ng 
"litic hape were depo ited originally as ferrous silicate. 
larae portion of them probably con isted of iron oxides, cherts, 
or carbonates. 
part of the ilica contained in the taconite mav have been 
contributed to the ea directly by magnetic springs. or hot sub· 
marine lava flow . \Ve do not believe, however, that much iron 
had thi origin. 
Before a fre hly precipitated layer of iron-bearing formation 
could be buried to any depth, there was considerable alteration °1 
the amorphou material. Re-solution and diffusion in one place 
and redepo ition in another were accompanied by reduction and 
oxidation of portion of the iron. Most of the organic matter 
wa oxidized to carbon dioxide at this time. On deeper burial, 
ferruginou chert ( taconi te) originated by the formation of mag· 
netite, amphibole , and coar e-grained carbonates from the amor· 
phou mineral and ub tance . During later elevation above 
the ea, ome of the ferruginous chert was changed to ore under 
favorable condition of weathering. 
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